Terry’s new “managing partner”

Dean Robert Sumichrast wants the college to compete on the national stage

H.E.R.O. FOR CHILDREN

'03 grads Ryan Gembala and Garrett Gravesen are improving the quality of life for kids affected by HIV/AIDS

THE "CHATHAMBILT" TRADITION

Atlanta developer David Chatham (BBA '72) is adding new luster to the brand his father established in the 1950s
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Heroes in truest sense of the word

Four years ago, the Terry College sent two young turks — Ryan Gembala and Garrett Gravesen — out into an international business world that they clearly meant to conquer.

Gembala (BBA '03), an international business major who speaks four languages, landed positions with banking and management consulting companies in Spain and Italy. Gravesen (BBA '03), an economics major, has a passport that’s been stamped in 24 countries, including Hong Kong, where Gravesen’s Merrill Lynch internship could easily have led to permanent employment and a substantial paycheck.

If you’ve read the piece Gembala wrote for BusinessWeek Online last year — or TM’s H.E.R.O. for Children feature that begins on p. 28 — you know that Gembala and Gravesen had separate but identical epiphanies at overseas orphanages where they encountered the horrors of HIV and AIDS for the first time in their young lives.

The difference between Gembala-Gravesen and most other 20-somethings on the planet is that they gave up so much in order to do so much for so many children right here in Georgia who are suffering from the same physical and/or emotional devastation as the children they saw in foreign orphanages. Returning to Atlanta from high-profile jobs in exotic locales where they could have written their own ticket, Gembala and Gravesen have dedicated their lives to creating a nonprofit that is improving the quality of life for Georgia children affected by HIV/AIDS.

The first time Gembala and I talked on the phone, he used the word “awesome” over and over. If I hadn’t been listening carefully, I might have thought he was talking about Xbox 360, fantasy football, the BMW 3 series, or the hot date he had Saturday night. In reality, he was raving about H.E.R.O.’s new mentor program, which was designed by the CDC and the Emory School of Public Health. H.E.R.O.’s co-founders didn’t accept any salary for the first seven months they were in business. But H.E.R.O. is now strong enough that they were able to spend $30,000 on the CDC/Emory protocol, which will also teach H.E.R.O. volunteers to provide supportive, inspirational guidance to kids who have the virus, who have developed AIDS, who are free of disease but being raised by parents/care-givers who suffer from the disease, or various combinations thereof.

“It’s touching, seeing how these two young men have struggled to make this work,” says Terry management professor Melenie Lankau, a former H.E.R.O. board member who taught Gembala and advised Gravesen when they were undergrads. “When their friends first heard about H.E.R.O., they said, ‘You’re doing what?’ But Ryan and Garrett are wonderfully shrewd when it comes to business.”

Making H.E.R.O. successful requires a difficult skill set, says Lankau, who believes Gembala and Gravesen have what it takes to be cheerleaders and altruists, as well as fundraisers and smart businessmen.

“Garrett is an amazing visionary,” says Lankau, “and Ryan is amazing on execution. I have no doubt they’ll be successful, long term.”

Check out the faces of the kids in our H.E.R.O. feature. Those are the faces of kids having fun — and as H.E.R.O. program director Tanya Medrano says, “Fun is like food to a child.”

Thank-you letters also say a lot about the self-esteem that H.E.R.O. for Children is building in kids who need all the help they can get.

“When I’m with you I feel 10 feet tall,” wrote a 13-year-old of his SuperHERO mentor. [The boy’s mother is HIV positive.] “My dad’s too busy in the Army to see or talk to me. He sometimes doesn’t answer when I call. You are always available to talk to me. Thank you for making all of our time together special.”

And thank you, Ryan and Garrett, for being heroes yourselves in the truest sense of the word.
Deloitte is a Proud Sponsor of the Terry College of Business and the Terry Third Thursday Series.

Terry Third Thursday is a breakfast speakers series for the Atlanta business community and holds its monthly meetings in Buckhead at the Atlanta Executive Education Center at One Live Oak on Lenox Road, across from Lenox Square Mall.

Third Thursday programs feature influential speakers, as well as special guests from the University of Georgia, who bring local and global perspectives on business and innovation.
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To our alumni and friends of Terry College, my name is Robert Sumichrast. I’ll forgo a full introduction here because there’s an ample one that begins on page 16. But let me say that Carol Ann and I are very happy to be here and thrilled with the reception we’ve been given by the Terry College’s faculty, staff, students, and alumni wherever our paths have crossed.

Getting started in a new place is always an exhilarating and anxious time. I firmly believe in working as a team to achieve our biggest ambitions. What I found to be true at Virginia Tech, what I found again at LSU, and what I’m finding at the Terry College is that there are a lot of really smart and talented people affiliated with our institutions from the inside and the outside. These are people who love the university and want to contribute to its improvement. They’ll give you their time. They’ll give you their ideas. They’ll even give you their money as an expression of their support. And all you have to do is be willing to listen to them and follow through on your commitments.

A significant part of the Terry College’s attraction is that it has already traveled much of the distance toward being a great business school at a truly great university. Equally significant to me, however, was my desire to lead a business school that has the capacity to improve. A state like Georgia can make the commitment to provide the best educational environment possible, and because of its growing, diversified economy it can provide the resources to improve upon what’s already here. At Terry, the next milestone on the path to national prominence will be finding the right ways to leverage our current prominence in a number of niche areas — such as risk management, real estate, and the innovations we’ve brought to leadership development — and turning them into broader recognition that elevates the college as a whole.

After our reaccreditation in the spring, we’ll begin to construct a new strategic plan and operational plan that does just that. And we’re going to put very specific goals in it. I don’t know what all those goals are today, but I’m confident we’ll make a strong case to hire more faculty to help with the wide range of teaching responsibilities that’s resulted from the rapid growth of degree programs at Terry and the number of students who have enrolled in those programs in the past decade. Likewise, I’m expecting we’ll move forward with our concept of a three-building complex near the corner of Lumpkin and Baxter streets. It’s going to be an ambitious plan, and we need to know that the business community and alumni support it. But I’m a firm believer that if we don’t aim high, we’ll never fully realize the true potential of the Terry College. In the months ahead, I’ll be traveling around the state and am looking forward to hearing what you think about the course we set.

Robert T. Sumichrast, Dean
### Terry To Do’s

#### DATE  EVENT

**November 3**  Homecoming Tailgate  Contact Alumni Relations (706) 583-0873.

9  Terry College Donor Recognition Gala  Contact Development (706) 583-5529.

15  Terry Third Thursday  Speaker: James Lientz, COO, State of Georgia.  Reservations required: $30 per person. 7:00–9:00 a.m.  Terry College Executive Education Center, Atlanta.  Reservations: (706) 583-0397.

**December 4**  Economic Outlook Luncheon  Speakers: David Wyss, Chief Economist, Standard & Poor’s; and Robert T. Sumichrast, Dean, Terry College of Business.  Registration required: $80 individual; $640 table of 8.  11:00 a.m.–2:00 p.m.  Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta.  For more information: (706) 425-3280.

**January 17**  Terry Third Thursday  Speaker: TBA  Reservations required: $30 per person. 7:00–9:00 a.m.  Terry College Executive Education Center, Atlanta.  Reservations: (706) 583-0397.

**February 21**  Terry Third Thursday  Speaker: Doug Benn, CFO, Rare Hospitality.  Reservations required: $30 per person. 7:00–9:00 a.m.  Terry College Executive Education Center, Atlanta.  Reservations: (706) 583-0397.

22  Southeastern Bank Management and Directors Conference  Hyatt Regency, Savannah.  Contact Executive Programs (706) 425-3051.

29  Southeastern Bank Management and Directors Conference  The Gwinnett Center, Duluth.  Contact Executive Programs (706) 425-3051.

**March 20**  Terry Third Thursday  Speaker: Julio Ramirez, Executive Vice President of Global Operations, Burger King.  Reservations required: $30 per person. 7:00–9:00 a.m.  Terry College Executive Education Center, Atlanta.  Reservations: (706) 583-0397.

**April 18-19**  MBA Alumni Reunion Weekend  Contact Alumni Relations (706) 583-0873.

27-29  Trucking Profitabilities Strategies  Georgia Center for Continuing Education Conference Center and Hotel, Athens.  Contact Executive Programs (706) 425-3051.
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The Terry College of Business became the latest business school to affiliate with an elite national program of corporations and graduate business schools that encourage rising high school seniors from underrepresented backgrounds to pursue careers in business. Called the Leadership Education and Development Program in Business (LEAD), it was started at the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School and is still based in Philadelphia.

Terry’s formal introduction to LEAD came this past July when the college hosted its first Summer Business Institute. Terry was one of 11 graduate schools — which included Stanford, Dartmouth, Northwestern, Duke, Virginia, in addition to Wharton — to sponsor summer programs on their campuses.

The Summer Business Institute held at Terry exposed 29 students, who traveled to Athens from across the country, to all the foundations of a business curriculum and complemented the instruction with high-level site visits to several of Atlanta’s most renowned corporations. The students studied business cases throughout their three weeks on campus and were placed in teams to develop and present business plans for their own new-venture ideas.

“The LEAD administrators were impressed with the amount of exposure to different industries and disciplines we were able to give the students,” said marketing professor Kimberly Grantham, who coordinated Terry’s involvement in the institute with accounting professor Mark Dawkins. Taking advantage of the array of corporate headquarters in Atlanta, Grantham and Dawkins used the college’s alumni and recruiting connections to arrange site visits to Coca-Cola, Chick-fil-A, Delta Air Lines, UPS, Home Depot, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Ignition Studios and Dallas Austin Recording Projects, among others.

The LEADers, as they’re called, also gave back to the community that hosted them by volunteering time to the renovation of a preschool academy. In their remaining down time, the students visited the King Center, spent a day at Six Flags over Georgia, toured the CNN Center and Centennial Olympic Park and got to know the Classic City.

“UGA is an awesome school to host it,” said Oyinkansola Ayobiojo, a LEAD participant from Boston. “I have gained so much from the different people that I was exposed to and most importantly from the speakers who shared their success stories with us. Hearing prosperous African-Americans speak and visiting companies like Coca-Cola and UPS has showed me that nothing is impossible.”

Ric Ramsey, president of LEAD National, who visited the program on its closing day, said the college did “a stellar job of delivering the content.” When evaluating the colleges that host Summer Business Institutes, he said, “the real question is can you provide a valuable experience for these students.” In Terry’s case, he said, “The answer came back a resounding ‘yes.’”

The next step, Dawkins said, is to bring back all the corporations that participated as financial supporters, and add some new ones, to make the Summer Business Institute at Terry self-sufficient.

Marketing professor Kimberly Grantham (center) celebrates graduation with four of the 29 students who attended the Inaugural LEAD Summer Business Institute at Terry. Shown from left to right are Destiny Jones of Orlando, Fla.; Kathryn Epps of Atlanta; Oyinkansola Ayobiojo of Boston; and Amanda Gardner of Philadelphia.
Terry moves up in rankings

The Terry College of Business improved its standing in The Wall Street Journal/Harris Interactive’s seventh annual survey of the top business school MBA programs in the country, moving from 46th overall in 2006 to 34th in 2007 among MBA programs with regional recruiting patterns. The WSJ/Harris survey ranked Terry’s MBA program 23rd among public B-schools.

“This ranking is based on the experiences of corporate recruiters with Terry students and it is a positive reflection of how our graduates are competing in the job market and how well the faculty and staff who guide our MBA programs are serving the needs of employers,” says Robert Sumichrast, dean of the Terry College.

The Wall Street Journal ranking is the only business school ranking that is based solely on the opinions and behaviors of MBA recruiters who hire full-time business school graduates. The rankings criteria include recruiters’ perceptions of a particular school and its students based on 21 separate attributes that can influence a recruiter’s decision to visit a particular campus or hire its graduates.

This year, those perceived student attributes included leadership potential, strategic thinking, communication skills and the ability to work well within a team, as well as the recruiters’ perception of the faculty’s expertise.

In addition, the Journal rankings also factored in the sheer number of recruiters who reported that they recruit and hire from a particular school (“mass appeal”) and the recruiters’ stated intent to recruit and hire from a particular school in the future (“supportive behavior”).

The Journal survey commended the Terry MBA program for fostering a team environment among the students and graduating “well-rounded” professionals.

U.S. News & World Report: Undergraduate program is 17th among publics

Terry’s undergraduate program also moved up in the 2008 edition of U.S. News & World Report’s “Best Colleges” guide, improving to 27th overall and 17th among public business schools, compared to 29th and 18th, respectively, in the 2007 guide.

Of the more than 2,000 U.S. business schools, fewer than 500 have achieved full accreditation and are eligible to be ranked by U.S. News. This year’s ranking is Terry’s highest of the past five years and its ninth consecutive year to be ranked in the top 30. Terry’s risk management and insurance program maintained its second place ranking nationally; the real estate program is ranked third.

“We’re pleased to see more positive momentum reflected in these rankings for the Terry College,” said Dean Robert Sumichrast. “This kind of recognition is due to the quality of our faculty and academic programs and the rising credentials of our students. We remain steadfast in our commitment to developing leaders for the world’s private enterprise system.”

E.J. Leverett (1928-2007):
Founded Risk Management/Insurance program

Professor Emeritus E.J. Leverett Jr., credited with founding the Terry College’s perennial Top 5 program in risk management and insurance, died Aug. 7 in Athens, at the age of 79. He was a faculty member for 27 years prior to his retirement in 1992.

Leverett’s professional honors included numerous teaching awards, as well as the college’s Outstanding Service Award. He wrote more than 100 articles on all aspects of risk management and insurance, contributed as a co-author to several textbooks, and served on the board of the American Risk and Insurance Association.

But it was the many alumni and industry professionals who recalled Leverett’s influence on their careers that serves as the true measure of his legacy. “E.J. was a very positive person and a consummate salesman,” said Jack Gibson (BBA ’77, MBA ’79), president of the International Risk Management Institute in Dallas. “The program he founded at UGA has convinced thousands of bright young business majors that an insurance career would be exciting and rewarding, and he sent them into the insurance world with the fundamental knowledge to succeed.”

Memorials may be made to: The E.J. Leverett Fund and sent to Hoyt’s attention at the Terry College, payable to the University of Georgia Foundation.

Guest lecture by Gov. Perdue

Every fall, students in Pat Pittard’s Lessons in Leadership class hear invited lectures from some of the eminent chief executives of the corporate world. But their lecture on Sept. 5 was the first from Georgia’s chief executive. Gov. Sonny Perdue told them political leadership is “a balance between vision, perseverance and commitment, always with an open ear to the voters to listen to whether you’re getting it right.”

Sandra Gustavson announces retirement as associate dean

Sandra Gustavson, who has held appointments as a department head and associate dean in the Terry College for more than 20 years, will retire in December. Gustavson joined the risk management and insurance faculty as an assistant professor in 1981. Five years later, she was named head of the Department of Insurance, Legal Studies and Real Estate. Gustavson was appointed the Bradford McFadden Professor of Personal Financial Management in 1994. In 2000, she was promoted to associate dean for faculty and research; two years ago her title was changed to faculty and administration. Her responsibilities have included oversight of all budgetary matters in the college, faculty hiring, promotion and tenure, annual merit reviews, staff concerns and facilities. The Atlanta chapter of the Risk and Insurance Management Society presented the Walter H. Buce Memorial Award for Insurance and Risk Management Professional of the Year to Gustavson in 1997. She was the first person to be given the prestigious honor after the award’s namesake received it posthumously the year before.

MBA grad Mullis wins Fortune Small Business competition

Thanks to his grandfather’s homemade recipe and a business plan honed as a Terry MBA student, Jay Mullis (BBA ’00, MBA ’07) emerged the winner of Fortune Small Business magazine’s fifth annual new venture competition. The second- and third-place finishers were graduates of Northwestern and Harvard. Mullis’ plan will bring to market an environmentally friendly, pet-safe roach bait, called Green Dragon Roach Kill, that his grandfather invented in the 1980s. As MBA students, Mullis and his business plan teammates won national competitions in Oregon and Idaho, along with $63,000 in prize money. Mullis has used a portion of the prize money to pursue patent protection and obtain EPA approval for his roach kill formula, then he’ll set up production in Danville, Ga. He told Fortune Small Business in October that he plans to target his sales to large pest-control companies rather than go straight to the retail market. “Their customers are asking them for a green solution. I’ve got it.”

Accolades

LEVERETT
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Daniel Feldman is considered by many of his peers to be the leading authority on career development issues, which he examines from the perspective of both the individual and the organization. He is an oft-quoted source when it comes to fielding career-related questions from the media. And his wide-ranging examination of the changing career landscape made him a logical choice to receive the Terry College’s 2007 Outstanding Research Award.

“While most scholars were examining how employees were preparing for high-growth careers in the 1980s, Daniel was focusing on the waves of job loss and unemployment that were soon to break,” says Management Department head Allen Amason, who nominated Feldman for the research award. “When most organizational behavior researchers were examining rational models of how young adults chose one job over another, Daniel was doing innovative research on why young adults were having trouble starting their careers at all.”

Feldman, who is associate dean for research and also holds the Synovus Chair of Servant Leadership in the Institute of Leadership Advancement, examines how individuals make decisions to enter or change careers and how new hires adjust to new work environments and to pressure from veteran employees. At the organizational level, he studies career development programs, how schools prepare students for the transition from college to the workplace, and how organizations prepare older workers for the transition to retirement.

“I’ve recently published theory papers on both workaholism and career embeddedness,” says Feldman, who follows the same systematic approach in each area he studies. He first publishes a theory article. He follows that with a series of empirical studies. Finally, he publishes practitioner-oriented pieces, highlighting the relevance and the implications of his scholarly research.

Workaholism is rampant in the American workplace, says Feldman, who notes that office hours are clogged with more meetings than ever. “And meetings are sometimes scheduled to accommodate the slowest participants,” he says, “so that increases everyone’s work time.”

Telecommuting and Wi-Fi access are part of the problem. “Telecommuting increases work hours and decreases the number of hours when people are truly free from work,” says Feldman, who notes that working at home at night and on weekends is often more strenuous than being a physician on call because telecommuters aren’t on call — they’re actually working.

“Workaholics exhibit the same addictive behaviors as other addicts, and there’s often a negative impact on family and friends,” says Feldman. “Some companies expect employees to check their e-mail after dinner. You see Blackberrys on the beach at Cape Cod. And cell phones follow people everywhere from restaurants to movie theaters.”

Career embeddedness is another facet of the 21st century workplace.

“Why don’t people change careers even when they’re unsuccessful in their present ones and have more rewarding alternatives elsewhere?” asks Feldman. “Well, to begin with, both family and community sometimes mitigate against a mobile society . . . 80 percent of Americans still live in the state where they were born.”

People who dislike their jobs aren’t immune to career embeddedness either.

“Status and lifestyle often overrule the desire to find a better career,” says Feldman.

Feldman serves as editor of the Journal of Management from 2002 to 2005, and during his term the annual submission rate doubled to more than 500 articles per year. He also lowered the acceptance rate to 8 percent and decreased average turnaround time, from submission to acceptance letter, to 47 days.

“As editor of the Journal of Management from 2002-2005, Feldman doubled the annual submission rate to more than 500 articles per year. He also lowered the acceptance rate to 8 percent and decreased average turnaround time to 47 days.

“In a field often guilty of excessive jargon and circularity,” says Amason, “Daniel has a reputation as an engaging and incisive writer, with a style that is straightforward, precise, and accessible.”

Feldman has written six books, including Coping With Job Loss (Lexington Books, 1992/co-authored with Carrie R. Leana), which was featured in the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, and USA Today. In addition, it was named one of four books of the year by the Academy of Management.
Vandenberg is a whirlwind of professional activity

By Chris Starrs (ABJ ’82)

By his own admission, Terry College management professor Robert Vandenberg is a “geek for statistics.” It’s an infatuation he acquired some three decades ago while working as an undergraduate for now-retired professor Kathy Rosen. “She saw something in me that I didn’t see,” says Vandenberg, who earned his bachelor’s, master’s and Ph.D. degrees in psychology at UGA, then joined the Terry College faculty in 1993. “When she offered me a summer job, she told me I’d be doing data analysis and I said, ‘What?’ She put a computer statistics program book in front of me, told me I needed to figure out how to do these things . . . and I got fascinated.”

By the end of that summer, Vandenberg had published his first paper and made his first professional presentation at a conference. “And 30 years later,” he says, “I still have the bug.”

Vandenberg recently teamed with several colleagues in UGA’s College of Public Health to win a $1.7 million grant to study obesity in the workplace and its impact on individual employees and the overall work unit. The study, which will focus on employees in Union Pacific Railroad repair depots throughout the West and Midwest, is the third one Vandenberg has worked on in tandem with public health professors since 1999. All told, the three projects amounted to some $4 million in grant funds.

During the fall semester, he taught a senior-level Organizational Behavior class and a Ph.D. seminar in Structural Equation Modeling and also found time to continue his 17-year program of research into high-involvement work practices, which includes joining with colleagues from Auburn and Oklahoma State to help the state of Louisiana transition its department of motor vehicles offices into high-involvement work sites.

Vandenberg spends three days a week at Terry, two days at the Ramsey Student Center (where he and his colleagues manage the grants), and uses Fridays to catch up on his work as incoming editor-in-chief of Organizational Research Methods. Vandenberg, was appointed editor-in-chief earlier this year and will begin his three-year term after spending a six-month transitional period with current editor Herman Aquinis.

When he’s not collecting and analyzing data using structural equation methodology or measurement design and validation, the award-winning professor is pursuing his “heavy metal thunder” muse by zooming through the countryside on his Harley-Davidson Electra Glide Ultra Classic. Vandenberg’s passion for statistics is exceeded only by his love for riding, which he’s been doing since he was a teenager.

Once a year he spends two days in the mountains riding “by myself for myself,” says Vandenberg, but most frequently rides with his family throughout the Southeast and has traversed the Blue Ridge Parkway three times. “I’m teaching an 8 a.m. undergraduate class, and on the third day of class a bedraggled looking student comes in and asks, ‘Dr. Vandenberg, how come you’re so wide awake when you come in at 8 o’clock?’ And I say, ‘Because I ride a Harley to work every morning.’ It’s better than coffee. There’s nothing like getting up at 6:30 in the morning and feeling that cool

Mergers can put the pinch on consumers

Corporate mergers often leave higher prices in their wake, especially when they involve large consumer product companies, and antitrust regulators need to do more to protect the public from price inflation, according to research conducted by economics professor Matt Weinberg.

Weinberg examined micro studies of individual mergers, looking for the effects on consumer prices and for indications that U.S. policies governing mergers are either too strict or too lenient. Of the 14 case studies he reviewed, 11 mergers resulted in price increases of between 3 and 8 percent within a year of the mergers. Merging parties are likely to raise prices, says Weinberg, and in some cases other competitors in the market increased their prices as well.

When Pennzoil and Quaker State prepared to merge their motor oil businesses in 1998, Pennzoil raised its prices knowing that some customers might switch to Quaker State. But since the two competitors were likely to be owned by the same company soon, Pennzoil’s customers wouldn’t be lost for good. In the end, Weinberg says the Pennzoil-Quaker State merger resulted in an overall price increase of 5 percent.

When deciding whether to approve larger mergers, FTC officials look at market share data and interview experts about the potential effect on consumer prices. Regulators pay particular attention to mergers within already concentrated markets.

“If the estimated price impact is near the top of regulators’ comfort level — about a 5 percent increase,” says Weinberg, “the government will ask for additional information. Between 1988-2005, about 3.8 percent of merger requests went to this more intense level of review, and roughly 65 percent of those were blocked or required divestiture.”

— Joanna Carabello

To read more about Weinberg’s research, please visit www.terry.uga.edu/economics
Several students in the Terry College’s undergraduate leadership programs met Pro Football Hall of Fame quarterback Terry Bradshaw at the annual Maximum Impact leadership conference held last May in Atlanta. Bradshaw was a speaker at the event, co-sponsored by the Institute for Leadership Advancement. Pictured are (back row) Hochung Nam, Geoff Luke, Brit Mohler, Harry Dixon, Jimmy Forbes, David Kirby, (front row) Lindsay Thiel, John Sandlin, James Ostensen, Brian Studey, Bradshaw, Corrine Novell, Anna Wang, and Chris Thompson.

Jo Phelps (ABJ ’70) and her husband, John Phelps (BBA ’71), a former Alumni Board president, joined other alumni at a Sept. 18 reception honoring Dean Robert Sumichrast at the Cherokee Town Club in Buckhead.

(from left) Chris LeCraw, Emily Evert, and Bryan Pruett, who are all students in the Leonard Leadership Scholars Program, helped welcome guests to the Cherokee Town Club alumni reception.

(from left) Alumni Board member David L. Burch (BBA ’73) and Robert Dibble Jackson (BBA ’71) share a conversation at the Cherokee Town Club reception.

Faculty spouses Cindy Crain-Lee (left) and Clara Edwards catch up with each other at the dean’s reception Sept. 18.

Wiley Ansley III (BBA ’56), and his wife, Dona (BSEd ’57), were among the guests meeting Dean Robert Sumichrast at the Cherokee Town Club.

Robert Dibble Jackson (BBA ’71) talks with past Alumni Board president Joe Terrell (BBA ’74) at the dean’s reception.

From the podium, Taylor S. Glover (BBA ’73), chairman of the college’s Board of Overseers, gives his introduction of Dean Robert Sumichrast to alumni and guests at the Cherokee Town Club reception.

Former Student Government Association President Jamie Peper (left), who completed the Leadership Scholars Program last spring and will graduate as a double major in international business and finance this fall, gives a hug to Trent Anderson, a finance major and vice president of the LEAD Certificate Program, at the fifth annual Institute for Leadership Advancement (ILA) Tailgate held at Herty Field before the Oklahoma State game Sept. 1.

Penny Morrison-Ross (left), a major gifts officer in the Terry College, speaks with Alumni Board member James Shepherd (BBA ’73) at the ILA Tailgate.

Ryan Gembala (BBA ’03/see feature story on p. 28), Darrell Young (AB ’70) and his wife, Brenda, and senior English major Alyson McGee strike up a conversation under the big Terry tent at the ILA Tailgate.

Shelley House (left) and Beth Bouchette sample the buffet spread at the Evening MBA Tailgate in front of Brooks Hall on Sept. 1.
When Robert Sumichrast was hired this spring to succeed George Benson as dean of the Terry College, he came to the job with a distinguished track record of success at LSU’s E. J. Ourso College of Business. When Sumichrast (pronounced “SUM-uh-crast”) became dean at LSU in 2003, the MBA program was ranked 109th in the country by U.S. News & World Report. Four years later, as Sumichrast was leaving LSU to come to Terry, LSU’s MBA program had risen all the way to 55th — and it fared even better in Wall Street Journal rankings, which are based solely on recruiters’ impressions of MBA students who are entering the workforce. LSU had heretofore never been ranked by the WSJ, but under Sumichrast’s leadership it debuted at No. 9. Fundraising also improved dramatically during Sumichrast’s tenure. In 2003, LSU’s B-school raised $1.5 million; four years later, it took in $8.3 million.

Sumichrast is the product of a working-class family in northern Indiana, and his parents still live there. Recently, Sumichrast called his 90-year-old father, who had just spent a grueling three days on a 20-foot ladder trying to cut a dead branch out of a tree with a chain saw. Eventually, his father succeeded, and to document the struggle he measured the branch the way a deep sea fisherman measures a sailfish. “He said it was 37 feet long and that it made a huge crash when it hit the ground,” said Sumichrast. Asked whether he felt any trepidation at the thought of his father doing the kind of manual labor that would tax a man half his age, Sumichrast replied, “He knows what he can do better than I do.”
I wanted to do something that would have a more immediate impact on the world . . . .

Physics is basically an academic field, whereas management science uses mathematics and statistical models to make improvements in industry. It applies formal models and optimization techniques to management problems and situations.

Given that he’s only been on the job at Terry since July 1, the same might be said for Sumichrast, who is in the process of getting to know faculty, staff, students, and friends of the Terry College. Some of his abilities have already come to the fore; others will become apparent as he begins to leave his mark on what is currently the nation’s 17th-ranked public business school.

Terry editor Kent Hannon has conducted a series of interviews with the dean; what follows are excerpts from those conversations.

**TM:** Business school deans come from a variety of academic backgrounds — accounting, economics, finance, and marketing, just to name a few. You came to this job through management science. How did that come about?

**SUMICHRAST:** Coming out of high school in Merrillville, Indiana, I wanted to go to MIT. I applied, but didn’t get in. I spent three years at Illinois Institute of Technology, then finished up at Purdue because I wanted to broaden my education. I went to Clemson intending to get a Ph.D. in physics, which was my undergraduate degree at Purdue. I didn’t know management science existed until I saw it in the Clemson course catalog.

**TM:** You minored in philosophy at Purdue; wasn’t that an unusual combination — physics and philosophy? I take it you were a deep thinker!

**SUMICHRAST:** (chuckling) I was interested in how the world worked, but also in man’s place in the universe. I had read popular philosophers like Alan Watts in high school, but also true philosophers like Plato and Descartes.

**TM:** How did that fit in with the physics side of you?

**SUMICHRAST:** Philosophy complemented physics. I thought that if you could completely understand the basic fundamentals of physics, then you could build it up to any scale, including man’s place in the universe.

**TM:** You graduated from Purdue in 1979; how did you pick Clemson for grad school?

**SUMICHRAST:** I wanted to go to school in the Southeast — because of the weather and because it seemed to be a growing, vibrant part of the country. It was a more exciting place to be than the Midwest, and certainly more so than Indiana. I don’t know that the Midwest ever really did anything for me — though Chicago did. When I was at IIT, my older brother had an apartment on Michigan Avenue and I was a frequent guest there. I enjoyed drinking a beer with him on the rooftop of that building. He’s a sculptor, and I also have an older sister who is an attorney. Having older siblings who were successful in such different fields was inspiring . . . . it made it easier for me to imagine myself as a successful researcher.

**TM:** Why did you choose management science over physics?

**SUMICHRAST:** I wanted to do something that would have a more immediate impact on the world, where I would be more in control as opposed to merely studying the world. Physics is basically an academic field, whereas management science uses mathematics and statistical models to make improvements in industry. It applies formal models and optimization techniques to management problems and situations.

**TM:** So reading about management science in the Clemson course catalog was a eureka moment for you?

**SUMICHRAST:** I’ve always been interested in how things worked, and in making systems more efficient.

**TM:** Even as a boy?

**SUMICHRAST:** Yes. My father worked for U.S. Steel; he was a supervisor in middle management. But he was always interested in engineering and scientific concepts — and in the process of making steel. He taught me about technologies that were changing at that time, from the blast furnace to the basic oxygen process. One of the earliest toys that my father gave me was a real, working steam engine, and he explained how it worked — how, when you burned wood, water would boil, forcing steam through the pistons, and then turning the wheels. He did the same for gasoline engines, and he taught me how to electrically wire a house. My mom was also instrumental in my development; when I was in elementary school, she and I would take a commuter train to downtown Chicago every summer to buy textbooks at Kroch’s and Brentano’s on Michigan Avenue. My school didn’t allow students to take textbooks home at night; getting my own copies helped me be better prepared for class.

**TM:** When you graduated from high school, if we’d asked your classmates what they expected you to do with your life what would they have said?

**SUMICHRAST:** As I was starting high school, I read a three-volume set by Isaac Asimov with individual volumes about motion, electricity, and the atom; it was basically an understanding physics series. So I think my classmates would have said that they expected me to become a scientist.

**TM:** But in the course of your Ph.D. studies at Clemson, you came in contact with a mentor who turned you in the direction of applied research and, ultimately, business education.

**SUMICHRAST:** Earl Burch was the chair of my dissertation committee at Clemson, and he did a lot of consulting. He had good contacts in industry, and it was through his eyes that I saw management science as something that was both an academic discipline worthy of academic research and also something with practical implications. Management science is essentially another name for operations research, and it really got started in a big way during World War II — and in the war effort itself in terms of sequencing and scheduling. From, say, the 1950s through the 1980s, what was then called operations research was extremely influential in manufacturing and service industries; for example, it had a major impact in helping the airlines configure routes and flight schedules.
Through Earl Burch’s connections, I was able to do my dissertation on data I obtained from an Owens Corning plant in Anderson, South Carolina. I looked at ways that Owens Corning could model their fiberglass weaving operation mathematically and schedule production more efficiently. It was a very complex operation; they had to weave multiple products on each loom simultaneously. It was woven fiberglass, so it might have been material that would turn into panels for a truck body or a Corvette. The company had to try to control labor costs and they were in a sold-out situation. So they were trying to maximize their throughput because any inch of capacity that wasn’t being used was a loss in sales. I was able to use mathematical programming — and some heuristics — to suggest ways for Owens Corning to increase their productivity. Seeing some of my ideas implemented was a real turning point in my academic career.

**TM:** You began your teaching career at Virginia Tech in 1984 and over the course of nearly 20 years in Blacksburg you took on a lot of administrative responsibilities, thereby preparing yourself to become a business school dean. What were those years like?

**SUMICHRAST:** As secretary-treasurer of the faculty senate at Virginia Tech, I got a much broader picture of the university as a whole. But I never intended to become an administrator until Rich Sorensen, dean of the Pamplin College of Business, asked me to serve as associate dean for graduate and international programs. I had been successful as a professor and researcher, I had been published . . . but I hadn’t really *built* anything, I hadn’t really improved anything beyond my own course. I looked at my mentors at Virginia Tech — Larry Moore and Chuck Taylor, who had created the management science department — and that made me want to create a good MBA program.

Because of connections I made with other faculty and members of the business community, I saw that — in order to have an impact, in order to make changes — you have to look at something broader than just the technology and the mathematics of situations. I started revising the MBA program by making greater contact with the business community and with alumni. I worked with the faculty to revise the curriculum, and I changed the way we gave out scholarships to improve the quality of the class. Here again, management science came into play. It was about improving the processes in the MBA office as much as it was about improving the curriculum. Once we got traction with the full-time MBA program, we launched an executive MBA program. I began developing the curriculum and for acquiring space in Falls Church, Va., where Virginia Tech had an established MBA program.

**TM:** Were you surprised when a search firm contacted you about the business school deanship opening at LSU?

**SUMICHRAST:** I wasn’t looking for a job. But the year before, Rich Sorensen said to me, “You will be a dean somewhere.” It surprised me to hear that. And it was a real surprise that suddenly there was this opportunity at LSU.

**TM:** How much did you know about LSU at that point?

**SUMICHRAST:** I knew that its business school was well regarded, and I got some first-hand impressions of LSU’s school spirit when their football team came to Blacksburg to play a football game against Virginia Tech. It was very different from anything Virginia Tech had experienced previously. The LSU fans showed up three days early and their purple-and-gold RVs filled up parking lots all over campus. The local paper ran stories about riot police being stationed on the street, and there were rumors that the bars had all run out of beer after the first day! But when we met the LSU people one on one, they were really friendly. When I was contacted about applying for the deanship at LSU, I remembered that football weekend. Virginia Tech won the game, but I remember thinking, *If there is that much support for LSU, maybe it would be a good place to be a dean.*

**TM:** The interview process at LSU was exhaustive, particularly in comparison to the Terry search where you came to campus one week and were offered the job shortly thereafter. You were one of four finalists at LSU, you were interviewed four times, and the whole process took six months. What appealed to you about LSU besides its boisterous school spirit?

**SUMICHRAST:** The E. J. Ourso College of Business had already...
I think the dean of a business school is more like a managing partner of a firm. If a dean wants to be successful in the long term, it’s not productive to come in and tell the faculty what he or she wants to do. It’s better to work with the faculty to decide where the college needs to go. If you utilize the CEO model, it’s probably easier to get short-term success, but more difficult to sustain success in the long run.

conducted one unsuccessful dean search and an interim dean had been in place for two years. But LSU was the flagship university in the state, I was moving up a notch from associate dean to dean, and I saw a chance to make a real difference. The interviews in Baton Rouge convinced me that the business community was fully committed to developing a great B-school. Still, it wasn’t an easy decision to make. I had worked at Virginia Tech for nearly 20 years, I met my wife, Carol Ann, there, and we got married at the chapel on the Virginia Tech campus.

**TM:** The Terry College is a perennial top-20 finisher in public B-school rankings despite outmoded facilities in Athens that have prompted the college to begin a capital campaign for a new Terry complex near the corner of Lumpkin and Baxter streets. What did you think of Terry’s facilities when you visited the UGA campus?

**SUMICHRAST:** Depending on which office you’re in and what floor you’re on, there are some very nice areas, and Brooks Hall and Sanford Hall have a very nice appeal from the outside. Whereas, LSU had no dedicated building for business. The E. J. Ourso College of Business shares a building with engineering that is utilitarian and far too small.

**TM:** But steps were being taken to change all that.

**SUMICHRAST:** Plans were already under way when I got to LSU in 2003 to build a $60 million, stand-alone business school facility, with half of the funding to come from the state and half from private sources. The state has made a commitment to fund its half of the project, and the private campaign is going well.

**TM:** What made you decide to leave LSU for UGA?

**SUMICHRAST:** Being the dean at a strong business school at a top-tier university was very appealing. I want to provide the best education and the best research environment possible, and I want to lead an organization that, regardless of its current quality, has the potential to improve. The Terry College is already in a very good position, but there is plenty of room for improvement. Plus, Carol Ann’s family lives in Carroll County, Virginia, which is an easy drive from Athens. We wanted to visit them more frequently.

**TM:** Were there external factors as well?

**SUMICHRAST:** Georgia’s economy is growing faster than the national economy. The availability of a big city like Atlanta so nearby enables Terry students to be recruited into jobs with good career paths. The college’s Executive Education Center in Atlanta is state-of-the-art, and the HOPE Scholarship keeps most of the best and brightest students in state. Atlanta also has one of the highest concentrations of Fortune 500 firms in the country. That’s a very positive sign for the Terry College, but it also makes this job a lot more demanding.

**TM:** You’ve only been on the job since July 1, but has anything surprised you yet?

**SUMICHRAST:** I did a lot of research on Terry before I accepted the job. But the range of programs we’re responsible for is even greater than I imagined from reading about them on paper. Also, the success that a large number of Terry alumni have achieved surprised me, as did the number of relatively young alumni who are already industry leaders.

**TM:** What surprised you about Terry’s range of programs?

**SUMICHRAST:** I knew that Terry had all the traditional business disciplines, undergraduate through doctoral, plus some specialized masters and the MBA program. What I didn’t realize was the size and potential for new programs such as music business, or the extent of off-campus programs in Gwinnett and Griffin, plus a whole range of programs in Buckhead, both degree-granting and non-credit, and the depth and scope of international education programs, including a major in international business.

**TM** Speaking of music, you’re quite a fan, aren’t you? What types of music do you listen to?

**SUMICHRAST:** Everything from The Clash to Bach. When I was getting my doctorate at Clemson, I went to a lot of weekend concerts in Atlanta . . . Police, B-52’s, R.E.M., Talking Heads. I like Steely Dan and the Beatles, and I’m familiar with lesser-known bands like the Swimming Pool Qs and The Producers. We’re big fans of the New Orleans Jazz Festival, but these days I’m much more likely to be listening to classical music. I have a large collection of vinyl, and I do, in fact, own a turntable. When we lived in Baton Rouge, my music room was on the second floor and I couldn’t play stuff very loud. But at our new home here in Athens, my music room is in the basement . . . so turning up the volume is possible!

**TM:** You’re a “public school kid” — bachelor’s from Purdue, Ph.D. from Clemson, professor and associate dean at Virginia Tech, dean at LSU, and now dean at UGA. How will those experiences influence the way you do your job at Terry?

**SUMICHRAST:** I think it helps me understand the type of student the university serves and appreciate the mission of the University of Georgia as a land-grant institution, as the flagship of this state, and as an institution primarily devoted to providing education for undergraduates in Georgia.

**TM:** How would you describe your management style?

**SUMICHRAST:** Some people compare the dean of a business school to the CEO of a company, but that’s not really a good comparison. I think the dean of a business school is, or at least should be, more like a managing partner of a firm. If a dean wants to be successful in the long term, it’s not productive to come in and tell the faculty what he or she wants to do. It’s better to work with the faculty to decide where the college needs to go and how to use the human resources that you have and the environment that you’re in to produce a truly nationally prominent business school. If you utilize the CEO model,
it’s probably easier to get short-term success, but more difficult to sustain success in the long run.

When I first started in administration as an associate dean, I thought I perhaps needed to adopt one of the styles of my mentors. But when I talked to Chuck Taylor, my department head, about it, he said, “Don’t copy someone else. Just be yourself.” He knew I would just naturally be more consultative, more deliberate before taking action, and less confrontational than I was originally planning to be. It was good advice.

**TM:** How do you regard Terry’s current situation in terms of faculty head count?

**SUMICHRAST:** We don’t have enough faculty, and we don’t have a high enough percent of tenure-track faculty, compared to our peers. I see the effects in a number of ways — in the amount of exposure undergrads have to tenure-track faculty, especially in the early levels, and in our ability to offer executive programs when we’re using the same faculty who are assigned to teach our undergraduate and Ph.D. courses. I don’t think we’ve allowed our faculty enough time to do all the things they came to Terry to do. We’re stretching them really thin, which makes it gratifying that our research productivity has stayed as high as it has.

**TM:** What are your goals for admissions and enrollment?

**SUMICHRAST:** I would like us to take a look at and consider the benefits of moving to a four-year model for business education versus the current two-year model, whereby students don’t enter the Terry College until their junior year. There are potentially some big benefits to the four-year model, including being able to recruit high school students to come to the University of Georgia to study business who might not otherwise come. If we moved to a four-year model, I think we could improve the quality of the undergraduate program by improving the quality of the applicant pool. When I was at LSU, the majority of our aspirant schools were moving to a four-year model; our peer schools tended to have a two-year model. A four-year model would allow us to attract a lot more scholarship money — and a lot of really high-end students to the Terry College, both in- and out-of-state.

**TM:** Students who might have become lawyers or doctors because they weren’t sufficiently aware of the benefits of majoring in business when they were coming out of high school?

**SUMICHRAST:** Yes. We could go to high schools and make very effective presentations to students who have no idea what business is beyond being a teller in a bank. Right now, we’re a regionally prominent business school. My goal is for Terry to become a nationally prominent business school. One way to accomplish that is to improve the quality of our student body, which is already very high.

**TM:** Rankings are a broad point of competition among business schools, typically more so than other disciplines at universities. How much importance do you attach to rankings?

**SUMICHRAST:** Rankings can be helpful, but you have to remember that what we’re trying to do, first and foremost, is provide the highest quality education for our students. Strictly speaking, our goal is not to be ranked high by, say, *U.S. News & World Report,* our goal is to offer quality educational programs. But there is a correlation between the quality of your programs and your place in the rankings. You can use rankings to increase the quality of your programs; as you move up the rankings, it’s easier to get funding and you can attract better students and faculty.

**TM:** What have your first months on the job been like? Has it been more hectic than when you became dean at LSU?

**SUMICHRAST:** It’s been a lot busier than my first weeks at LSU. I think the Terry College is in really good shape; Dean Benson put a lot of good things in place. But a new dean will always want to make some changes to fit his or her style and priorities. I’m a hands-on kind of guy. It isn’t that I don’t delegate, but until I really understand what’s going on and get to know the people involved I do a lot of hands-on. And that’s a challenge because of the range, complexity, and geographic location of Terry College programs.

**TM:** Can you give us an example?

**SUMICHRAST:** LSU has nothing to compare with Terry’s Executive Education Center in Atlanta, which is critical to the success of Terry’s executive programs. The classes for LSU’s Executive MBA program were taught in the college’s main building on campus,
Even when he first started construction work with his dad as a child, David Chatham must have been an enthusiast. The 57-year-old developer happily jounces along at the wheel of a brand new SUV, twisting and turning through his latest construction project. Houses the size of Spanish galleons rise from red dirt foundations, some of the structures finished in expensive stone, others still flirting wall board and tarpaper. Around these mansions, acres of blue-green pasture stretch into the soft mist of an overcast afternoon.
David Chatham (BBA ’72) has built homes for more than 5,500 families in 125 metro Atlanta neighborhoods. And it’s the guiding hand of his own family that has helped make him such a resounding success.
There’s undisguised gee-whiz in Chatham’s voice as he describes the new development, called Blue Valley. The 460 acres will have 230 home sites, sharing space in Cherokee and Fulton counties. The project is split by a thread of river, and there are three existing lakes that create a picture-perfect look. Blue Valley rests on land where horses roamed — Justus Martin (BBA ’47), former chairman/CEO of Robinson-Humphrey, once summered there, too — and the equestrian theme of the project hearkens to this past.

Chatham talks through the grand vision for Blue Valley, which will offer state-of-the art stables, a covered show horse arena, and another outdoor arena. Kentucky blue granite with crab orchard stone will provide the architectural look, every house’s unifying details carefully reviewed and approved by Chatham’s staff.

Chatham takes the SUV off-road, following an old trail. Black wooden fences run for what seems like miles, and $100,000 hunter-jumpers rip up mouthfuls of sweet grass behind the fences. David points out a weathered stable he calls by its old name, the Mare Motel, and he tells how not long ago the number-one breeding points out a weathered stable he calls by its old name, the Mare Motel, and he tells how not long ago the number-one breeding

An offer he couldn’t refuse
LATE IN DAVID CHATHAM’S SENIOR YEAR AT GEORGIA, where he studied real estate and urban development from 1968-1972, his father asked to meet him for breakfast. No cause for alarm; breakfast meetings are a ritual for the Chathams. The patriarch Howard still meets David and other family members six days a week after school “since age nine or 10” driving nails and sweeping out houses, at college he’d been “kind of thinking about doing something on my own.” As his UGA buddies interviewed for jobs in far-flung, interesting-sounding places, it would have been natural, the centrifugal force of ambition, for David to spin off into his own orbit. Howard Chatham had a different notion. David remembers his father’s words to this day.

“You know, David, I have worked all my life for you to have something that would help give you a start in life. I really want you to consider coming to work with me in the business.”

There’s a slight thickness in his voice as David tells the story.

“It was very emotional,” he says. “No tears. But it changed the direction of my whole life.”

Chatham originally stepped off the boat in south Georgia, in the first days of European settlement. (David believes Chatham County, where Savannah stands, is named for an early relative.) David’s branch pioneered the land north of metro Atlanta, and Howard was the “fourth or fifth generation” of the family to work the land. The Chathams were sharecroppers in cotton and corn, hard-working people with strong church ties and humble hand-built homes.

David’s grandfather went bust in the 1930s, even though he was “just a couple of mortgage payments,” says David, from owning his own property when the money ran out. In a season of grief, that ancestor lost a daughter to illness, then the farm. He loaded a wagon with the family goods and moved to a place on today’s Highway 9. There, fate took another daughter. “They were so poor,” says David, “that a neighbor lady had to loan them a cow for milk.”

From such poverty sprang seeds of ambition. Howard, as a boy, saw a car pass by the field where he toiled, and he dared to dream.

“He said, ‘Some day I want to own a car,’” David recalls.

Howard went off to World War II, where he was in charge of troop movements in London during the Blitz. He came home like many another GI to find a wife and rebuild the world.

In 1947, Howard married Grace Elizabeth Hardeman, a young lady from north Wieuca, specifically a place called Poletown, for the telephone poles made there. Howard took a job as a surveyor with Fulton County. He hated paying rent, and so set out to build, after work and on weekends, a modest house for his family on a piece of land owned by an uncle. Howard had a car by this time, and, as...
David tells the story, “Mom would drive down to the house and shine the car lights on the foundation so he could work late.”

Someone noticed the new construction, and approved of its quality. Howard got an offer on the house — which still stands on Hardeman Road — before it was even finished. When Howard learned the deal would put $2,000 profit in his pocket, he shook hands. What else to do but build another house for the family? He began work . . . and lightning struck a second time. Howard Chatham got an offer on this house, too, before the paint was dry.

Howard decided to leave the security of his surveyor’s position, stepping away from a sure pension and steady income, a debatable move for a man in those times with a sharecropper heritage. “I realized I wasn’t going any further with the county,” Howard recalls. “The top people were kind of young, and I’d have a long time to wait. So I just took a chance.”

So Chatham Properties was born. Howard began building houses on spec, a rare practice in 1948 when most builders sold a house before even clearing the lot. “My dad drove my granddad’s mules down Roswell Road to scoop out those first foundations,” says David. “He dug his own wells and did the framing, all of it.”

Business boomed with the Baby Boom. Howard would move into an area in north Fulton County and start building a house, the family would live in it until it sold, then move to the next construction. “I remember moving a lot,” David grins.

“Chathambilt” becomes a brand name

CHATHAM PROPERTIES DEVELOPED AREAS OF ROSWELL and Alpharetta through the 1950s. The company branded its houses “Chathambilt,” and the term became publicly identified with high-quality construction. The brand is used to this day as a stamp of quality by some realtors in the resale business.

The spec housing business worked just fine until a hitch in 1956-1957, when 33 houses stood empty with For Sale signs out front. Howard decided to create his own company to sell those homes, and hung out a shingle for Northside Realty Company, which soon became the real estate juggernaut of north Fulton County.

“I started with four agents, and I got them to work with us by offering a 10-percent higher commission,” Howard recalls. “In six weeks time, they’d sold every house we had. Agents just started swarming to me after that.”

In 1958, the company hired one of those worthies, a man named Ed Isakson, to run Northside. The family way influenced others, too. In 1977, Johnny Isakson, Ed’s son, was made president of Northside Realty. With the Chathams building hundreds of homes a year by now, the realty business mushroomed into the largest independent real estate brokerage in Georgia and among the biggest in the United States. “Johnny Isakson and I grew up in the business,” says David, clearly fond of the memory. “Johnny opened the first Cobb County office for Northside. It was just a great time.”

Isakson, now a U.S. Senator from Georgia, considers David a close friend.

“David and I worked together for 21 years,” says Isakson, “and I admire his commitment, his dedication to work, and his creativity. He is one of those who always gives back to his church, his community, and his state.”

In the recession of 1989-1991, Howard Chatham decided to sell the assets of the realty company, and the Isaksons bought a significant part of Northside from him.

Heydays for Chatham Holdings

ATLANTA LEARNED IT WOULD HOST THE 1996 OLYMPIC Games in 1992. The efforts of Billy Payne and his team to bring the games to the Deep South had an immediate and salubrious effect on the city’s growth.

“We were blessed to have the name we had and to be in the right place at the right time,” says David. “Things just exploded.”

David reshaped the company in those years, reducing overhead, slimming down the payroll, subbing out more work. The company developed neighborhoods and subdivisions and sold properties in them to other builders, reducing the amount of risk it took on. Even so, the company managed every aspect of the development until it turned over the keys to neighborhood associations, ensuring a look and an integrity of design that kept the curb appeal high and made Chatham developments highly attractive investments.

David, in the meantime, opened up new lines of white-collar business. He started Legacy Realty, a subsidiary, to handle new home sales and marketing for Chatham developments. In 2000, he hooked up with Keller Williams Realty to resell homes, condos, and other properties in north Atlanta. In 2003, he entered a joint
venture with SunTrust Bank to start Windward Mortgage Co. And in 2005, David purchased Executive Asset Management to manage REO (real estate owned) for large banks, helping them resell foreclosed properties. The company also boasts a number of ancillary businesses, properties, and investments. Chatham Holdings today stands as one of the largest residential development companies in Atlanta. It currently has more than a dozen neighborhoods in different stages of construction. Even better, the future of the company as a family-held enterprise seems well under construction, too.

David and his wife, formerly Rhonda Bates of Alpharetta, met at their church, Northside Baptist, in 1973. Their 1974 union has produced three sons, and all appear to be destined for places at Chatham Holdings.

James Gabriel “Gabe” Chatham, 29, worked as a foreman for the company when he graduated from Furman in 2000. “He did extremely well building houses,” David explains, “but he had a different calling.”

That calling took Gabe to divinity school at the Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, in Raleigh. To complete his master’s degree, he moved to southeast Asia to do mission work, where he applied his building skills to relief efforts in areas destroyed by the terrible tsunami of 2004 that killed a quarter-million people.

“Gabe is building houses and brick factories — and really making a difference,” says David. “We’re obviously very proud of him.”

After one more year of service, David says, his oldest son plans to return to Georgia and enroll in Terry’s full-time MBA program.

The office also bears the conspicuous presence of another real passion in David’s life — his work with his church. There’s a plaque signed, and a football signed by Richt, his personal friend.

He also has an award posted in a prominent spot — a 1990 Terry College of Business Distinguished Alumni Award. He visits Terry “once or twice a year,” he says, as a practitioner lecturer in an MBA or real estate class.

“I talk with the class about a real life deal and how it’s done, from the dirt up,” he explains. “They just seem to love it.”

Family icons fill office shelves and alcoves. There’s a photograph of David’s dad standing proudly by the original Chathambilt house (see photo on p. 27), and a photo of his mom growing up in a shaky-looking house in Piletown.
“It’s not just a question of building lots of neighborhoods, but of building neighborhoods that have such high quality, that are built to stand the test of time,” observes Georgia’s Secretary of State Karen Handel, who first met David Chatham as a Fulton County commissioner during zoning and other business meetings.

“David is an exceedingly genuine individual who cares a great deal about the community,” says Handel. “He wants whatever comes out of the ground today to hold its value 20 years, 30 years, even longer.”

The Overlook at Litchfield. Parkside at the Polo Fields. Bethany Brook.

Visitors to these developments will see how the Chathams have evolved their vision of service. Yesterday’s neighborhoods comprised smaller structures, homes built before the acquisitive nature of average suburbanites drove a demand for more living space, more lawn, more garage. Today’s neighborhoods take such trends into account, and at the same time attempt to charm out of the projects a unique character, from historically themed streetscapes to green space and walking trails that connect to neighboring park areas. For example, David has taken a personal hand in a development not far from his office for age 50-plus individuals, a carefully designed safe place for empty-nesters and retirees that features amenities and comforts appropriate for this age.

“David combines great vision with analysis and a real commitment to quality,” says Gordon Teel, who is chairman, president, and chief executive officer of Georgian Bank.


Trends drive change. Some of the original Chatham neighborhoods, notably 50-year-old ones built by Howard Chatham in and around Sandy Springs, are now being torn down, to be quickly replaced in those coveted neighborhoods by bigger and more modern houses. In other prized living spaces such as the surprisingly rural north Fulton County, David Chatham brings his visions to the land, grand in scale, built to last. Who knows if another developer will ever bring the bulldozers into areas like these, so luxurious and large in scale?

Bethany Oaks. The Lake at Cooper Sandy. Blue Valley.

“Thousands of metro Atlanta residents have David to thank for setting an exemplary standard in so many ways,” says U.S. Congressman Tom Price. “Not only has David been a leader in building quality family-friendly neighborhoods, he has been unselfish in his church, political, and philanthropic activities. Our community, metro Atlanta, and the state of Georgia have been blessed to have benefited from his vision and leadership. I’m privileged to call him my friend.”

Friends. Family. The work of the Chathams goes on.

Up here, on the affluent north side of the South’s greatest urban area, in a land where professional baseball players and famous television comedians team up to build private Christian academies, where tycoons erect entire Little League ball parks so their grandsons will have a place to play, David Chatham has worked incessantly for 30 years to create his little dreamscapes, here and there. These neighborhoods of designed homes and stack-stoned walls and running fences might have turned out like some of those unzoned monstrosities of Houston, a hodge-podge of styles and designs, jangling eyesores side-by-side with elegance.

That’s not right for David Chatham. He never forgets that his family will be here when he’s gone. He’s working to leave them all a better Atlanta than the one his father began transforming a half-century ago.

Charles McNair is an Atlanta freelancer.
Heroes’ journey

Ryan Gembala (BBA ‘03) and Garrett Gravesen (BBA ‘03) were BMOCs in college and they could have written their own ticket in the international business world. Instead, they came home from distant ports of call to create a non-profit that improves the quality of life for Georgia children affected by HIV/AIDS.

“A hero ventures forth from the world of common day into a region of supernatural wonder: fabulous forces are there encountered and a decisive victory is won: the hero comes back from this mysterious adventure with the power to bestow boons on his fellow man.”

— Joseph Campbell,
The Hero With a Thousand Faces

Wikipedia has a particularly apt entry regarding Joseph Campbell’s hero theory, which has inspired the likes of filmmaker George Lucas, who paid Campbell a debt of gratitude for helping inspire “Star Wars.” The entry reads in part:

“Campbell’s insight was that important myths from around the world . . . share a fundamental structure . . . which includes:
1. A call to adventure.
2. A road of trials.
3. Achieving the goal or ‘boon.’
4. A return to the ordinary world.
5. Application of the boon, in which what the hero has gained can be used to improve the world.”
**1) A CALL TO ADVENTURE**

This is not where you’d expect to find Ryan Gembala (BBA ’03). Oh, the international business major and summa cum laude grad still looks the part of the Terry College B-school star: tan and handsome, with artfully mussed hair and significant watch, he’s given to faded jeans and driving mocs (no socks) on weekends, and a casually professional weekday look that could pass muster on the pages of *GQ*. Gembala speaks four languages, has worked in banking and management consulting in Spain and Italy, founded an international internship program — while still a student — and won UGA’s campuswide Vision Award.

What is he doing driving a faded red 1989 Buick Regal Gran Sport — with no heat?

This is similarly not where you’d expect to find Garrett Gravesen (BBA ’03). Like Gembala, he’s smartly turned out, his spiky blond hair in the modified fauxhawk his generation has taken to wearing into corporate suites. Tall and thin, he often sweeps his arms excitedly and breaks into a blinding smile that rivals only his neon-blue eyes for intensity. Along the way to earning an economics degree, UGA’s student body elected Gravesen its president — as a sophomore, the youngest student ever to win that post. (So white he’s nearly ectoplasmic, Gravesen cinched the election, friends say, with his hilarious performance of a self-penned rap song.) Gravesen nabbed the gold ring of B-school internships, pulling down serious Benjamins at Merrill Lynch in Hong Kong, eventually visiting more than 24 countries. His UGA Graduation Day speech is, usually, the No. 1 hit for anyone who Googles “student commencement speech,” topping even Hillary Clinton’s — four years after he gave it. And he recently learned he’s been named one of the U.S. Jaycees’ 10 Outstanding Young Americans. Previous winners include presidents John F. Kennedy and Bill Clinton.

Why is he working for low wages in a windowless cubicle at a Norcross air compressor distributor’s office?

For that matter, why have both of these young turks moved back in with their parents?

Gembala and Gravesen are aware that their current status — or apparent lack thereof — would earn them an immediate L-shaped thumb and index finger, applied directly to the forehead, from many former colleagues. But they see it differently.

How did these two popular, high-achieving Terry friends and classmates, who lived and breathed UGA football and fraternity parties, end up founding a nonprofit institution called H.E.R.O. (Hearts Everywhere Reaching Out) for Children that is dedicated to improving the quality of life for Georgia children affected by HIV/AIDS?

They take turns explaining: Gravesen, enthusiastically, with arm sweeps and occasional whoops of laughter to illustrate their oddly parallel adventures; Gembala, wryly and reservedly, delivering the bottom line in a husky monologue.

It all started when they took their first steps toward what they and everyone who knew them assumed would be brilliant and highly lucrative international business careers, by flying off to Asia, Europe, Latin America, and Africa.

**2) A ROAD OF TRIALS**

For Gravesen, the journey to H.E.R.O. began when he left Hong Kong for Nairobi, Kenya, to work for an IT firm. A Kenyan friend whose uncle lived in the notorious Kibera slums offered to take Gravesen along for a visit. A voracious reader who has written a manuscript about his experiences based on the Paul Coelho parable *The Alchemist*, Gravesen for the first time encountered a problem no book could solve. He witnessed inexpressible poverty, filth and hardships, with rivers of raw sewage and families of seven and eight living in mud-glued, paper and-debris “houses” smaller than most Americans’ bathrooms.

That night, he emailed friends at home:

“Seeing how the people live truly shattered my naive concept of humanity where everyone can succeed if they really try right before my very eyes. I sat and talked to the uncle, his wife, and their five children, and he said that regardless of how hard he ever worked or what dreams he ever had for his children they were just not a reality and he understood that. He simply asked me to do one thing: Never
forget what you saw here today!”

Gembala, meanwhile, was polishing his Portuguese while polishing off a few caipirinhas with some colleagues in Brazil. When the conversation turned to Brazil’s AIDS epidemic, with more than 620,000 infected people, his friends asked him if he’d ever seen a person with AIDS.

“No,” Gembala said. “I’d grown up in white, middle-class suburbia, and I’d never seen anything like that.”

Would you like to? they asked.

Gembala agreed, and they arranged for him to visit a nearby AIDS orphanage.

Gravesen began volunteering at a nearby AIDS orphanage. He was used to crunching numbers that fit neatly into spreadsheet boxes; now he struggled to comprehend the overwhelming sadness of the little graveyard behind the orphanage, and the small coffins buried there. After the funeral of James, a 10-year-old whose infected mother had given birth to him when she was 14, Gravesen wrote another e-mail home, this one titled: “What if it happened to you?”

“Why were we so lucky to be born into the families we were blessed with? We had no control over the matter and neither did James, but the fact is we all have the opportunity to succeed as far as we want in life depending how hard we try, but can someone like James ever truly say the same thing? Why is it that the life-troubling issue that my friends ponder over is the fastest ways to a six-figure salary and an Ivy League education?”

Despite the constant grief and sickness, Gravesen found that giving joy to the children who called him “GG” had an unexpected side effect:

It gave him joy, too.

On another continent, in another hemisphere, Gembala was preparing for the visit arranged by his Brazilian friends. “I knew better than to show up at an orphanage empty-handed, so I took chocolate, balloons, and bubbles,” he says. “All these little kids came running out, and the littlest were most excited — they could see the plastic bag hanging from my arm. I took out the chocolate, and there were smiles, giggles, and cheers. I took out the balloons — smiles, giggles, cheers. Then I took out the bubbles — blank, confused stares. I thought, Everyone has seen bubbles before. Even after I took out the wand — nothing. And then I started to blow bubbles . . . and their little eyes lit up like Christmas tree lights.”

The kids were enchanted with their newfound discovery. So was Gembala.

“That,” he says, “was my ‘a-ha!’ moment.”

“The good Lord puts you in certain places for a reason,” says Gravesen.

Twelve thousand Georgia youngsters are affected by HIV/AIDS in one way or another, and the state ranks eighth in the U.S. in pediatric HIV rates, most from its poorest populations. Their parents’ average income is $10,000 a year, and the kids’ inner-city neighborhoods are often hotspots for crime and drug abuse. Five hundred organizations in Georgia are devoted to the HIV/AIDS cause, but only 12 of those help young victims. All 12 provide basic needs such as food, housing, and medicine. None deal with the stigma, trauma,
and loneliness of being a kid affected by HIV/AIDS.

“With our personalities,” says Gembala, “we knew we wanted to do something that no one else was doing — and that would be around long-term.”

As in Brazil and Kenya, they found there were no organizations in the U.S. dedicated to improving the quality of life for children affected by HIV/AIDS. “Our generation’s cause is HIV/AIDS,” says Gravesen, “and we think that H.E.R.O.’s campus chapters will eventually be the biggest collegiate philanthropy in the country.”

They’re already on their way: after only four years, H.E.R.O. is one of UGA’s top philanthropies with 1,500 participants.

At first, Gembala says, they had little more than “just ideas, and a whole lot of energy. It was the classic chicken-and-egg problem: How do you create programs if you don’t have money, and how do you get money if you can’t show what programs you have?” They considered printing a bumper sticker for Gravesen’s ’94 Saturn: “No money, no contacts, no programs.”

Drawing on their business-school acumen, they devised a plan, and enlisted every family member and resource they could tap. Their parents, fortunately, immediately pitched in, allowing them to move back home; Gembala’s father, a vice president at Blake & Pendleton, a Norcross air compressor distributor, arranged for them to occupy unused office space there.

Gravesen and Gembala pronounced themselves co-founders and co-executive directors of their new organization, which they named H.E.R.O. for Children. Their focus would be to fill a gap — not on medical treatments, funding, or cures, but on providing mentorship that would ease the everyday trials of Atlanta’s kids with HIV/AIDS.

They would begin by offering “H.E.R.O. for a Day” activities — for kids group programs, but eventually, the goal was to raise enough money to devise a one-on-one mentoring program: They would match volunteers (SuperHEROes) with “infected or affected” children who were HIV positive or had lost one or both parents to AIDS. Sometimes the kids fit all three categories.

Initially partnering with Big Brothers and Big Sisters, Gravesen and Gembala began with a simple prototype: SuperHEROes would agree to meet with their “Little HEROs” twice a month for a year, giving the kids the role models and everyday support they often lacked. They would make sure birthdays and holidays were special, provide help with homework, and encourage the kids’ hopes and dreams.

In order to make their program really work, Gembala and Gravesen knew they would have to form their own programs, apart from Big Brother/Big Sister, and recruit expert help to advise them — and consultants like the CDC and Emory School of Public Health don’t come cheap. Gembala and Gravesen put their marketing minds to work on raising money.

Their first quality-of-life program was a Holiday of HEROes event at Jerusalem House in Atlanta in December 2003.

“There were eight of us that first Christmas,” says Jon Vaughan, Gravesen’s student body presidential campaign manager and also his best friend from high school, “and 20 bags of candy.”

They decided to reach out to the place they knew and loved the best: the University of Georgia. As a former student body president, Gravesen says, “I had my hands in everything on this campus.”

“We knew everybody, and pulled in every favor,” says Gembala, whose friends began calling the sofa “the Gembala couch,” because he often crashed there. The partners admit they lived in their cars “for about six weeks,” while they knocked on doors, defined goals, practiced pitches, asked for advice.

“We became experts at ironing on people’s kitchen tables,” says Gembala. “We went through a ton of cologne.”

Gravesen even asked his startled girlfriend of two months, “I knew we’ve really just started dating, but . . . would it be possible for me to move in with you?” (She agreed, although he adds, “We’re still friends . . . but we’re not together anymore.”)

Their luck began to turn when they earned meetings with former UGA coach and athletic director Vince Dooley and current football coach Mark Richt.

“We wanted to build our brand around real heroes who had integrity and did the right thing,” says Gembala.

“We practiced our scripts in front of mirrors, to our girlfriends, to anyone who would listen . . . for weeks,” says Gravesen. “In
business, you’d better be prepared.”

“We had a dream to sell,” says Gembala.

On the day of their presentation to Dooley, Gembala and Gravesen were ushered into a conference room with a red-and-black “G” embroidered on the back of every plush leather chair. Later, they would ask Dooley, who hears countless sales pitches in the course of a year, why he agreed to help them. “I saw something in you,” Dooley told them. Right was already a member of H.E.R.O.’s board of directors. With Dooley agreeing to serve, Gembala and Gravesen had an entree into the biggest corporate offices in the state, with all of the wisdom and power that went with them.

“Don’t be fooled by the word ‘nonprofit.’ H.E.R.O. for Children operates like an assiduous for-profit business, the difference being our clients are children ages 6 to 16, and our investors are Atlanta citizens and corporations.”

— Ryan Gembala, in a BusinessWeek article he wrote called “What It Takes to Be a HERO.”

Now in their fourth year, Gravesen and Gembala have begun implementing the recommendations from a $30,000 CDC/Emory School of Public health protocol for training their SuperHEROes. The only training program of its kind in the U.S., it allows mentors to speak knowledgeably about how AIDS “affects the bone marrow cell, so the kids are often smaller,” says Jon Vaughan.

The program also allows trainers to bring to the fore volunteers’ deeply hidden prejudices or biases, so they don’t erupt later, with the children or their families. It’s a program Gravesen and Gembala hope can be exported wherever there is need.

Next up: Rising HEROes, a new program, devoted to building up affected young people’s life skills, again devised with the help of professionals from the CDC and the Emory School of Public Health.

While some of their volunteers may first come on board from a sense of duty, Gembala says something else makes them stay: “It’s really the kids who keep people involved.”

Vaughan says his Little HERO, who was at first so shy he barely spoke, has become a lively, outgoing young man who was “the hit of my wedding,” Vaughan says, laughing. “I think he danced with everyone.” His grades have also gone from D or failing to honor roll.

Newly hired program director Tanya Medrano condenses H.E.R.O.’s goals succinctly: “Fun,” she says, “is like food to a child.”

Fundraising efforts have grown slowly; last year’s $500,000 total meant H.E.R.O. could afford to hire Medrano and another full-time employee.

This year’s gala (see box below), the group’s biggest fundraising event, is typical Gembala-Gravesen: The star-studded celebrity list includes Savannah restaurateur and Food Network star Paula Deen and her sons, whom the pair convinced to attend their first-ever Atlanta charity event. Gembala won a meeting by leaving a message on Deen’s Savannah restaurant’s answering machine. Georgia Tech basketball coach Paul Hewitt will also be in attendance, and the list of corporate sponsors includes Georgia Natural Gas, Morgan Stanley, Champion, Waffle House, Sun Trust, UPS, and Luckie Food Lounge. H.E.R.O.’s co-founders devised a “level of support” plan that allows the most generous donors private access to the celebs, even securing them places at their tables during dinner.

Along the way, it hasn’t all been hard work, and the boons are not only for the kids: Gravesen’s and Gembala’s offices prominently feature photos of themselves with another H.E.R.O. fan who’s shown her support: Natalie Glebova, 2005’s Miss Universe.

“It’s a dirty, rotten job,” says Gembala of the Miss Universe photo shoot.

To which Gravesen adds: “But someone’s got to do it.”

“‘So, is it going to be the Grail Quest, or is it going to be the Wasteland?’ (Campbell) would ask. ‘Are you going to go on the creative soul’s quest, or are you going to pursue the life that only gives you security? Are you going to follow the star of the zeal of your own enthusiasm? Are you going to live the myth or is the myth going to live you?’”

— Phil Cousineau, The Hero’s Journey: Joseph Campbell on His Life and Work

GOLDEN HERO AWARDS GALA: FRIDAY, DEC. 14

H.E.R.O. for Children’s annual gala is the largest fundraiser for pediatric HIV/AIDS in the Southeast. This year, the red carpet will feature Food Network star Paula Deen and her sons, Jamie and Bobby. Hosts for the event are UGA football coach Mark Richt and Georgia Tech basketball coach Paul Hewitt and their wives Katharyn and Dawnette. Vince Dooley and his wife Barbara are honorary chairs. H.E.R.O.’s annual award goes to Dr. Helene Gayle, C.E.O., CARE USA. The black-tie event will be held at the Atlanta Marriott Marquis. Tickets begin at $250. Silent auction items include a Savannah getaway with Paula Deen, a week at a waterfront home in Key West, the ultimate Bulldog experience with Coach Richt, and the ultimate basketball experience with Coach Hewitt. For more information, call 678-232-2664 or visit www.goldenheroawardsgala.org or www.heroforchildren.org.
Respected producer, engineer, and musician John Keane has played to thousands of screaming, dancing fans at sold-out arena shows while sitting in with his buddies in Widespread Panic. At his popular recording studio — located on a quiet street in Athens’ Normaltown neighborhood — he’s recorded and produced albums by such musical luminaries as R.E.M., Indigo Girls, Uncle Tupelo, Cowboy Junkies, and the B-52’s. But this industry heavyweight has taken on an additional mission this fall.

“Even if you’re not going to be an engineer, even if you just want to manage bands,” Keane tells a roomful of eager music business students gathered for class in Sanford Hall, “you need to know the basics of Pro Tools in order to protect your band’s investment when they make an album.”

Pro Tools — a complex, state-of-the-art digital recording program that has replaced magnetic tape and revolutionized the music industry over the last decade — is the reason Keane is teaching a segment of UGA’s Music Business 4100 class this semester. After all, he wrote the book on Pro Tools — literally.

When digital recording technology was first becoming readily available in the 1990s, Keane realized its value, took out a loan, invested $20,000 in new equipment — which he had no idea how to use — and holed up by himself to figure things out the hard way.

“I’d never used a computer before; I’d never really wanted to,” he says. “But I blocked off a couple months that summer, didn’t book any sessions, and I just sat down and spent 12 full hours a day for a couple of months trying to understand how everything worked.”

A few years later, in 1999, Keane had long since gotten a handle on digital recording. By then, the equipment had become more affordable and some of Keane’s musician friends in Athens were buying their own Pro Tools units for home recording. But not everyone has the wherewithal to unravel the program’s
Terry College of Business

Working in his Athens recording studio, Keane has produced and engineered albums for such musical luminaries as R.E.M., Indigo Girls, and the B-52’s. And when it comes to Pro Tools software, UGA students are being taught by someone who spent months mastering the cumbersome 700-page Pro Tools manual. To make the software more accessible, Keane then created his own 128-page, how-to text — *The Musician’s Guide to Pro Tools* — that he originally sold online, using his garage as a warehouse. It became so popular that McGraw-Hill now publishes it.
technological mysteries unaided. This dilemma inspired Keane to begin working on *The Musician's Guide to Pro Tools*, now the definitive book on the widely used program.

“A lot of my friends, like Vic Chesnutt and [Widespread Panic’s] Mikey Houser, were just getting totally stuck, and it occurred to me that there must be people all over the world running into the same problem,” says Keane after a recent music business lecture. “This software . . . it’s okay for audio engineers, who are used to figuring things out on their own and are really technical, detail-oriented people, but your average musician usually has a tough time getting through that learning curve.”

When Keane’s book was finished, he began selling it online, using his garage as a makeshift warehouse to print, package, and ship the books himself. Soon, demand was increasing, and he started receiving e-mails from teachers who were using his *Musician's Guide* as the text in their Pro Tools classes. Eventually, the book became so successful that it was picked up by McGraw-Hill’s Osborne Division, which specializes in self-paced computer-training manuals.

“I guess it’s in my blood,” says Keane. “My mom taught nurs-

“*My experiences in the lab have convinced me that audio production is the career path for me. (John) is one of the greats in the audio-production world, and to have him stand in front of our classroom is a humbling experience. We all owe him for taking the time to help us understand the behemoth that is Pro Tools.*”

— Andrew Haynes, who will take part in one of the music business program’s “externships” at John Keane’s studio, where he’ll get to record a full band.

ing for years and she wrote textbooks, too. In the ’60s, she ran into the same kind of thing I ran into. Back then, there were no nursing textbooks, and the few that were out there used really complicated medical jargon, and the nurses were having a hell of a time understanding it, so she would try to simplify it so they could grasp it. That was my approach with Pro Tools because it’s just a vast program, like Photoshop or any of those humongous programs. [Pro Tools’ manufacturer] DigiDesign provided you with this interface and this 700-page manual and said, ‘There you go.’ With my book, most anybody would look at it and think, ‘Well, I could get through 128 pages.’ But if you see a book that’s two inches thick, a lot of times you might think, *God, I just don’t have time for this.* So I think that’s one reason my book was so popular. And also, there wasn’t anything like it on the market [when it first came out].

UGA’s music business certificate program — which is jointly sponsored by the Terry College of Business and the Hodgson School of Music — has seen enrollment more than double for its fall MBUS 4100 class. Taught and administered by former Nashville songwriter Bruce Burch and noted composer and jazz musician Steve Dancz, MBUS 4100 is a capstone survey course offering an overview of multiple facets of the music industry: management, booking, public relations, record-label A&R — and now the basics of Pro Tools. It was bound to happen sooner or later, given Keane’s impressive résumé, his deep connection to the Athens music scene, Burch’s efforts to recruit him, and the producer’s long history with Dancz, who is also an adjunct faculty member in the music school.

“Steve was best friends with my older brother,” explains Keane. “We were growing up in Five Points, and he was over at our house all the time. They were always talking about music and steroids and stuff like that. I would hang around when they would let me — you know how little brothers are. I’ve known Steve forever. Jammed with him a couple times, too, though I’m not really a good enough guitar player to play jazz. He’s kind of in a whole other league of musicianship. I’ve used him on sessions a few times in the studio. He’s amazing.”

Back in class at Sanford Hall the following week, Keane is in the process of delivering the third of his four in-class lectures. Today, he’s demonstrating how to use Pro Tools to create tracks for recording, so he slings his honeyburst Fender Telecaster guitar over his shoulder, plugs it into an Mbox interface, which runs into the Pro Tools program on the computer, which, in turn, is hooked up to a set of speakers. He strums a few chords and a slight, crisp twang fills the room.

Unassumingly, in a dark-grey collared shirt, thick-rimmed glasses, and leather wristwatch, his straight brown hair parted neatly to one side, Keane proceeds to record some music, demonstrate his editing skills, and lead a discussion on how students can use Pro Tools to zoom in on a sound wave — a drum track, for example — as if they were putting it under a microscope, breaking it down to its finest points until each individual hit can be isolated.

“It allows you to find flaws that, otherwise, you would not be able to hear,” Keane says matter-of-factly, but with the quiet assuredness that comes from being a certifiable Pro Tools expert.

“Let’s say you’ve got a keeper take, but you need to fix this one mistake,” he continues, explaining a common technique known as punching in and punching out. “Whole takes that otherwise have an excellent feel can be salvaged. Many great performances through the years would have been lost without this technique. And [Pro Tools] makes punching easier; it’s automatic now. With a tape machine, though, if you’re by yourself — with my hands on the guitar, I used to have to punch the button with my toes!”

Keane can rest easy. With the music business program’s brand-new, eight-station Pro Tools lab, it doesn’t look like any Terry students will be using their toes to punch-in anytime soon. The lab — where they meet in small groups for their own Pro Tools sessions — is an important learning tool where students can get the hands-on experience that’s so essential to understanding the modern recording process. In this environment, they’ve been able to try their hand at editing audio, using special effects “plug-ins” and creating headphone mixes of music that Keane has provided them. This kind of learning-by-doing, under the tutelage of a highly respected working professional, is par for the course in the music-business program, which utilizes an impressive roster of guest speakers.

“This class has challenged me with new problems, reinforced my
skills, and allowed me to get to know my classmates a lot better,” says Ben Leathers. “It has been a real honor and a privilege to work with John. When he says something, we listen. He’s great about explaining why you have to do things in a particular way. Even with his vast knowledge of [Pro Tools], he can still bring it down to our level and start from the beginning.”

It makes perfect sense when you think about it: All those years spent in the studio working with young bands has provided Keane with more than just technical expertise; it’s given him experience as an instructor.

“Producing records involves a lot of coaching,” he says, lounging on a couch in the Pro Tools lab after one of his lectures. “Especially with younger bands that haven’t made records before. You have to sit down with them one on one. When you get into the guitar overdubs or bass overdubs and you have to explain to them how much of an effect their technique has on sound, you have to develop a rapport with them and be able to convey to them in musician’s lingo how to make it sound better so you get a better recording.”

Keane and several of the students in the class have high hopes for this segment of the MBUS 4100 course. Going forward, they hope to expand the Pro Tools lab into its own, more advanced class, designed specifically for people who feel compelled to go beyond the overview they’ve had this semester, digging deeper into the process to prepare for a career as a recording engineer. Who knows, one day they may end up behind the mixing boards on records as classic as some Keane has worked on, such as R.E.M.’s Out of Time, Widespread Panic’s ’Til the Medicine Takes and Uncle Tupelo’s March 16-20, 1992. But it’s more than just a fantasy when you’ve been given the tools to succeed.

“My experiences in the lab have convinced me that audio production is the career path for me,” says Andrew Haynes, who was chosen as a teaching assistant for the Pro Tools lab, and who will take part in one of the music business program’s “externships” at Keane’s studio, where he’ll get to record a full band. “I really look up to John and all that he has accomplished in his career. He is one of the greats in the audio-production world, and to have him stand in front of our classroom is a humbling experience. We all owe him for taking the time to help us understand the behemoth that is Pro Tools.”

Adding Keane as a music business instructor is another significant achievement for a program that’s not even two years old.

“Music is what I am going to do for the rest of my life,” says Leathers, “and there is no doubt in my mind that I will be more than equipped to do anything I want when I’m through with this class. Bruce, Steve, and [program director] Keith Perissi have told us from the beginning that we are in the music business now — and they are not joking, and they are not wrong. I am in the business now. And the best part of it all is that there is no limit to the number of opportunities the class offers. I have been given the opportunity to engineer, mix, perform, run live sound, book, promote, and meet some of the industry’s finest — and it’s only the fourth week of school!”
A thousand miles north of Athens, two Terry grads are working with the top accountants in the nation. They analyze the most complicated accounting subjects while fielding questions on stock compensation and other timely issues from CFOs of major corporations and partners of big accounting firms.

It’s as if they were fresh med school grads who became interns in a top hospital and immediately began assisting on the most serious and complicated operations.

Brian Staniszewski (BBA ’99, BBA ’05, MAcc ’06) and Hope Carrell Ham (BBA ’07, MAcc ’07) are postgraduate technical assistants for the Financial Accounting Standards Board, working in Norwalk, Conn., an hour’s train ride from Manhattan.

FASB, which sets accounting standards for America’s public companies, selects only 10 postgraduate technical assistants a year, five at a time. The work is frenetic and exhausting but the experience is invaluable.

Staniszewski was selected at the beginning of the year after receiving his Macc, while Ham came north in mid-summer after receiving her BBA and MAcc simultaneously. She finished the five-year, two-degree program in four years with a 4.0 average, while serving as feature twirler for the Georgia Redcoat Band.

“It’s easy to feel overwhelmed when you first get here,” says Ham, who was assigned four projects to work on when she arrived and got a fifth the next week.

Staniszewski works on six major projects and several smaller ones. One is Revenue Recognition, a project started five years ago to help FASB and the International Accounting Standards Board agree on a single standard on revenue recognition — determining when the transfer of benefits has occurred. Ham joined him on the project and they quickly took on an important role.

“Brian and Hope are writing the first draft of the introductory chapter on a discussion paper for Revenue Recognition,” says project manager Jeff Wilks, a BYU professor serving as an FASB Academic Fellow. “They’re both very excited, very engaged, and they bring a pair of fresh eyes to the project. They’re willing to ask insightful, helpful questions and put our thinking to the test.”

The work pace is staggering. Staniszewski, for example, is reading 87 highly detailed comment letters pertaining to an FASB draft on the issue of Financial Guarantee Insurance.

“I’m learning to polish my skills in time management,” he says with a broad smile. He earned a finance degree from Terry and, after a few years working in sales and as an equity analyst, returned for his bachelor’s in accounting, then a master’s.

Each of the nation’s accounting schools can nominate one student every six months to be considered for an FASB internship. “It’s based on a national competition,” says Ben Ayers, director of the J.M. Tull School of Accounting. “For one student to be selected is outstanding. The fact that we have two there at the same time is pretty unusual. We’ve got 20 percent of the assistants.”

Two previous Tull grads — Shelby Kazazean (BBA ’02, MAcc ’02) and Rachel Varian (BBA ’04, MAcc ’04) — were FASB assistants and both went on to be hired by Big 4 accounting firms.

Dennis Beresford, the Ernst & Young Executive Professor of Accounting at Tull, served as chairman of FASB from 1987-97.

Ham says an accounting policy and research class she took at Terry helped prepare her for the specifics she handles at FASB, but she now has to work on an even higher conceptual level. Staniszewski says his biggest challenge is the precise writing demanded by FASB Fellows and Board Members while at the same time trying to make the material understandable to all accountants.

Staniszewski hopes his experience will help him land a Big 4 accounting firm job, but he also wants to come back to FASB eventually as a two-year Fellow or even go to the Securities and Exchange Commission. Ham’s plans for the future depend on where her husband, Ben, decides to go to medical school. She said they eventually may establish a medical mission in a third-world country.

Doug Monroe (ABJ ’69) is a school teacher in Brooklyn, N.Y.
According to Manpower Inc., some of the most difficult jobs in America to fill include teachers, registered nurses, mechanics, sales reps, and truck drivers. But another underserved occupational field is Management Information Systems.

“When I was named interim MIS department head last year, we had only 27 students entering the major,” says Rick Watson. “Recruiters were desperate and we could not meet their requirements. So we started marketing the major to get the word out, and this fall we’ve got 64 students entering the program. But we’re still a long way from filling the demands of the market.”

Watson predicts that a staggering 600,000 additional jobs — primarily in information technology and positions that blend technology and management — will be waiting to be filled by 2013.

Reasons for the current shortfall include the “dot-com bust” of the early 2000s and the outsourcing of jobs to India. But the primary cause, says Watson, may lie in not adequately defining MIS.

“We’ve done a lousy job of telling people what MIS is,” Watson admits. “We’re all about solving problems and designing systems, but we need a bumper-sticker slogan to get that message across.”

Terry’s MIS graduates say their job descriptions include far more responsibilities than merely writing code.

“I’ve been able to step back a bit from the technical side and incorporate my business knowledge into my work,” says Chris Manning (BBA ’05), who works as a technology risk consultant for Protiviti in Atlanta. “A lot of people think they’ll be chained to a cubicle,” says Manning’s Protiviti colleague John Von Hollen (BBA ’07). “I get to do a lot of traveling and a variety of different tasks.”

Recruiters for professional services companies such as PricewaterhouseCoopers, Deloitte, KPMG, and Ernst & Young visit campus frequently and competition for graduates can be intense.

“I received multiple job offers before I graduated in May,” says Paul Krasilnick (BBA ’07), an information technology associate for KPMG. “The recruiting process is so long that you feel like you’re being pulled in a million different directions. After the dot-com bubble burst, people told me to stay away from IT. But the market is unbelievably hot now and the word is getting out.”

“The recruiting process made me feel like a celebrity,” says Von Hollen. “The recruiters take very good care of you.”

“What makes Terry graduates different from a computer services program is that they have more business sense and better communication skills,” says Esther Lee, a manager in PricewaterhouseCoopers’ technology practice who makes regular recruiting visits to UGA. “They’re drilled on working in teams and on making presentations — things we look for beyond technical skills.”

Terry grads are quick to praise the training they’ve received.

“The Terry College has arranged the curriculum to match the needs of companies,” says Tuoi Nguyen. “You learn a whole lot more than programming and coding.”

Like how to start your own company.

“A student who graduated in May is now developing business processes for a telecommunications start-up,” says Watson. “That’s not bad for someone who was still taking classes six months ago.”

Lee, whose recruiting efforts at Terry College have yielded more than a dozen hires in her department alone, feels she is getting a good return on her investment.

“Since 2004, when I started actively recruiting [at Terry], only one person we’ve hired left to go back to school,” she says. “And that’s just from my group. Terry College has been very good for us.”

MIS numbers are on the rise, but Watson says there’s still work to be done.

“We have to solve the personnel problem. Otherwise, we’re looking at a real drag on productivity. If we don’t have enough people to build and manage information systems, companies can’t grow as quickly. Just about every new product on the market is supported by a back-end software system. When you can’t build systems fast enough, you lose out on productivity gains.”
By day, Andrew Collings worked for underwriters and brokers who were insuring buildings in South America and Africa against acts of terrorism. By night, Collings worried about terrorism on a personal level. Authorities foiled a terrorist plot to explode a car bomb outside a nightclub that Collings frequented during his summer internship at Lloyd’s of London.

“I was there the night before and the night after,” Collings recalls. “But the thing that scared me most was riding the Underground at rush hour. In the past, the tubes were bombed at the busiest times.”

Collings returned to Athens unscathed after an internship with the Beazley Group, a London-based insurance giant that stationed him squarely amidst the excitement at venerable Lloyd’s of London. Collings was a “box assistant” for five weeks, working in a small booth where underwriters are stationed, with brokers lined up. He sat between them and helped work out deals.

“It’s an insurance version of Wall Street . . . a big marketplace,” says Collings, who landed the position through the connections of his father, an insurance executive in Atlanta. “There are 200 booths on each of 10 floors. It’s a real madhouse with brokers running back and forth. It’s exciting and intimidating. But you get used to it.”

Another Terry student, Crosby Branch, also had the opportunity to work at Lloyd’s of London this summer.

“I worked with BMS Brokerage, a reinsurance brokerage company,” says Branch. “They gave me the opportunity to sit in with a few different syndicates in Lloyd’s of London to gain a better understanding of how the world of insurance works.”

When Branch wanted to broaden his summer experience, BMS helped him land an internship with Tower Group Companies, a property insurance provider in New England.

“I wanted to work in the insurance market as opposed to reinsurance so I could see the differences and possibly find one I preferred,” says Branch. “It was also beneficial to work with two very successful, growing companies to see how they run and to develop my own opinions about what made them so successful.”

It wasn’t his first summer internship overseas. He spent the previous summer in Bermuda with BMS Brokerage Bermuda.

“The one thing I realized through my experiences is the reinsurance market tends to be a very tightly knit community where your reputation is everything,” says Branch. “You have a tendency to travel and experience different cultures. These are the main influences which have led me into reinsurance.”

When Simin Zhou headed off for his international internship this summer, he simply went home — to Shenzhen City, China. In his hometown, he interned for a month as an investment trainee at Essences Securities Ltd. He also spent eight weeks as an intern with the Hong Kong branch of China Merchants Bank.

Zhou came to the U.S. in the summer of 2003 and graduated from Green River Community College in Auburn, Wash. He then enrolled at UGA, where he is now a senior.

At China Merchants Bank, he worked in both the risk management and retail banking departments.

“After the internships this summer, I think I have found out which career field I am really interested in,” he says. “I am planning to find a job in an investment-related firm and try to earn some working experiences after I graduate this year. Then, I think I will go back to school and get an MBA.”

To put it simply, investing has become Zhou’s passion. “Nowadays, I am crazy about stocks investment. I can stay up the whole night and just focus on stocks and analyze the information of many companies.” Zhou was introduced to stocks in middle school when his father took him to a friend’s business, where stocks were traded.

“I felt like stock was even more interesting than the games I played on PlayStation,” he recalls. Today, he has a portfolio that includes both Chinese and U.S. stocks.

Doug Monroe (ABJ ’69) is a school teacher in Brooklyn, N.Y.
For many summer interns, job-related benefits are minimal. If there’s a desk free, you feel lucky. If you get a farewell lunch, you’ve been given the royal treatment. Not so for full-time MBA student Ryan Crowe (ABJ ’01), whose summer internship at AirTran in Atlanta was one he’ll never forget. From Monday through Friday, Crowe was immersed in airline industry news and strategy, churning out press releases and learning the marketing business on the fly. On weekends, he literally took to the skies, using his free travel privileges to visit 19 Major League Baseball parks.

“If you saw a tired-looking guy at Hartsfield Airport this past summer carrying nothing but an overnight bag and ball caps from Wrigley Field, Fenway Park, or Yankee Stadium, that was me,” says Crowe. “I did so much sleeping in airports that I was beginning to feel like the Tom Hanks character in ‘The Terminal.’”

Crowe became interested in working for the airline after reading a profile in TM about AirTran’s Senior Marketing Manager Samantha Johnson (BBA ’87), who was his supervisor for the summer. “I learned a great deal about maximizing revenue on every possible seat,” says Crowe, “and how airlines must deal with factors often out of their control — weather, for example — and respond quickly and calmly under a tremendous amount of pressure.”

AirTran asked Crowe to write press releases on subjects ranging from new endorsement deals to the company’s growth milestones. “I enjoy writing, but the speed required for communication in the corporate world demands considerably more concentration and effort, without sacrificing accuracy,” he says. “Seeing your work show up on the financial newswire or the Wall Street Journal website five minutes after you upload it is instant gratification.”

The internship also involved working on advertising projects. “Creating copy for billboards or radio spots, then getting it approved by upper management, agents, etc. necessitates a lot of back and forth,” says Crowe. “But seeing something you helped create hovering above I-75 or hearing it broadcast on WSB on the way to work is extremely rewarding.”

For motivation when things got extremely hectic, there was always the impending weekend, when what started out as a one-time excursion to Chicago turned into a one-man reality show. “Employees travel on standby for free,” says Crowe, who decided it would be fun to visit Wrigley Field, where the Cubs were hosting the Atlanta Braves. “That was the game where Cubs manager Lou Piniella got ejected for arguing a call. I was sitting in the front row of the bleachers, and it happened to be mug giveaway day. When Piniella got kicked out, plastic mugs filled with beer came flying out of the bleachers onto the field, and I got drenched. But the Braves won the game, and Wrigley Field has an amazing atmosphere.”

But so does Fenway Park in Boston, Crowe thought. And I’d love to see Yankee Stadium. In that moment, his summer internship took on added luster.
The Terry College of Business proudly recognizes and thanks the many alumni, corporations, foundations and friends who contribute their support to the college and its strategic initiatives. Donors to the Terry College are making an investment in our students as the future leaders of the world’s private enterprise system. This Honor Roll of Donors represents contributions to the Terry College of Business received between July 1, 2005, and June 30, 2006, from more than 2,500 supporters. Every effort has been made to assure its completeness and accuracy. To make a gift to Terry, contact the Development Office at (706) 583-0874.

### Dean’s Circle of Giving

The Dean’s Circle of Giving recognizes those individuals, corporations and foundations who have made leadership gifts during the past fiscal year. The Young Alumni category includes those who have graduated within the past 10 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Alumni/Friends</th>
<th>Young Alumni/Faculty &amp; Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CEO</strong></td>
<td>$50,000 and above</td>
<td>$25,000 and above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Board Member</strong></td>
<td>$25,000 – $49,999</td>
<td>$12,500 – $24,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Executive</strong></td>
<td>$10,000 – $24,999</td>
<td>$5,000 – $12,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Director</strong></td>
<td>$5,000 – $9,999</td>
<td>$2,500 – $4,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manager</strong></td>
<td>$2,500 – $4,999</td>
<td>$1,000 – $2,499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CEO

- Anonymous (2)
- Mr. and Mrs. Daniel P. Amos
- W. E. “Brother” Stewart and Deidra Collins Stewart
- Phillip Earle Casey and Mrs. Betty Casey
- Citigroup Foundation
- Community Foundation of the Chattahoochee Valley
- Covenant Foundation Inc.
- Covenant Supporting Foundation Inc.
- Ann and Jay Davis
- Darren W. DeVore and Pamela F. DeVore
- Ernst & Young Foundation
- *Mrs. Amanda Fickett
- John and Janice Fickett
- George and Cecilia Fontaine
- Jacobs Foundation
- KPMG Foundation
- Donald M. Leeborn Jr.
- Donald Melwood Leeborn III
- Mr. and Mrs. Earl T. Leonard Jr.
- Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Nalley III
- PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
- Reznick Group
- Thomas Wells and Lori Cleland Scott
- Bibb Distributing Company
- Mrs. C. Herman Terry
- Trinity Accounting Group

#### Alumni/Friends

- Atlanta Chapter of the Risk & Insurance Management Society
- *Michael M. Beeghley
- **Denny and Marian Beresford
- Coca-Cola Company
- Deloitte Services LP
- William V. Douglas III and Lisa Layman Douglas
- Dorothy C. Fuqua
- J. B. Fuqua Foundation Inc.
- GFK – Nambem
- C. William Griffin and Lynn Elkins Griffin
- W. Patton Hopkins and Ann D. Hopkins
- Hilton H. Howell Jr.
- Mr. and Mrs. W. L. M. Knox Jr.
- William C. Lankford Jr. and Ann Courtney Lankford
- John and Nancy Ludwig
- Andrew S. McGhee and Carolyn N. McGhee
- *Wallace Edward Smith
- Kessel D. Stelling Jr.
- Carol C. Stelling
- Mr. and Mrs. John P. Thornton
- Mr. and Mrs. William Bradley Turner Jr.
- Western Carolina Chapter of RIMS
- Sara H. Woodruff Foundation
- Ace Hardware of Chattanooga
- W. Richard Acree and Emily E. Acree
- John Aurelius Addison Jr. and Loveanne Bowles Addison
- Mr. and Mrs. Douglas R. Aldridge
- Bank of North Georgia
- Ruth Ann Bartlett
- BB&T Charitable Foundation
- Cathy Alexander Behrend and Todd Everett Behrend
- Branch Banking & Trust Company
- The Brumley Family Foundation
- Trust
- Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Brumley
- Burke Inc.
- Larry D. and Ann R. Burns
- Capital One Services Inc.
- Carter & Associates
- Chick-fil-A Inc.
- Hwi Suck Choo
- Citizens Community Bank
- Robert C. Copeland and Lynn R. Copeland
- Mr. and Mrs. David A. Culley
- Deloitte & Touche LLP
- Dixon Hughes PLLC
- dunhumby USA LLC
- Eli Lilly and Company
- Elliott Davis LLP
- Florence C. and Harry L. English Memorial Fund
- Shearon and Taylor Glover
- Steve Goodroe
- David F. Haddow and Mary Haddow
- **Travis Hannon
- The Honorable and Mrs. Joe Frank Harris
- Heidrick & Struggles Inc.
- Heinz North America
- Samuel Dykes Holmes and Lara Horne Holmes
- Kenneth G. Jackson and Jody Jackson
- Mr. and Mrs. Andrew H. Knox
- KPMG LLP
- Ted and Catherine McMullan
- Microsoft
- Corporation
- Millward Brown Inc.
- Michael M. Beeghley
- Governor and Mrs. Sonny Perdue
- James M. Reynolds III
- SAS Institute Inc.
- Billy Schultz
- Mr. and Mrs. Abram J. Serotta
- Society for Information Management
- SunTrust Banks Inc.
- *Wilton Elwood Sweetin and Mitzi T. Sweetin
- George P. Swift Family
- George P. Swift III
- Synovate
- Synovus
- Bennett Thrasher PC
- Kenneth L. Thrasher and Catherine N. Thrasher
- Michael W. Trapp
- University of Georgia
- Athletic Association
- * John van Vlissingen
- Dennis Vick
- Peter R. Vig
- Lowell White and Toni White
- Tom B. Wight
- Frances Wood Wilson Foundation Inc.
- W. Terry and Joy W. Wingfield
- Julia F. Young

#### Director

- Agilent Technologies Inc.
- Bankers Fidelity Life Insurance Company
- Mr. and Mrs. James W. Barge
- Mr. Brantley Barrow and Shari B. Barrow
- Belle Marks Foundation

---
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The Pinnacle Society recognizes cumulative lifetime giving of $1 million or more to the Terry College of Business.

2007

**Phillip and Betty Casey**

2006

**Mr. and Mrs. C.V. Nalley III Jane S. Willson**

2005

**Bebe and Earl Leonard**

2003

**Mrs. James C. (Martha) Bonbright (d) Mr. J. Warren Mitchell Jr. (d) Mr. Charles Howard Jenkins Sr. (d)**
The Heritage Society honors alumni and friends who have pledged planned gifts to the University of Georgia. Among the types of planned gifts are bequests, life insurance policies, pooled income funds and charitable remainder trusts. The following individuals have designated their planned gifts to the Terry College of Business and been inducted into the Heritage Society.

Mr. and Mrs. W. Richard Acree
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Baldwin
Mr. Gerald Byron Ballard
Elizabeth Barth
Troy W. and Diana Dave Beckett
*Martha Earnest Bonbright
Charles B. Bonner
Barbara L. Botts
Max W. Carnes Jr.
Alfred L. Cohen
Mr. Thomas W. Crawford
James C. Cripps
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. DeMersseman
Mr. Philip Henry Dohn Jr.
Bill and Lisa Douglas
Scott Foster
Andrew L. Ghternet
John P. Gill
Dr. and Mrs. Mark R. Greene
Connie R. Guy
Paul S. Handmacher and Barbara Handmacher
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel D. Holmes
Mr. and Mrs. J. Gibson Hull (ANON)
William Ellis Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. James L. LaBoon Jr.
Donald M. Leebenn Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Leebenn
Dr. E. J. Leverett Jr.
Dan K. Lowring and Abbie N. Lowing
Mr. and Mrs. Michael G. Maxey
Mr. J. Warren Mitchell Jr.
John L. Murphy
David G. Newton
Steve D. and Mary Ann Palmour
Donald W. Pearson Jr.
George Julian Peavy
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Peavy
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Peavy
*Lewis Reeve Sams Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Salsbery Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Caroline S. Salsbery Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell C. Salsbery Jr.
Reese J. Thompson and Pam M. Thompson
Lindsay William Trussell Jr.
Curtis L. Turner III
William E. Weintraub
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel M. Wellborn III
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Wise Jr.

$500 – 999

Adeboyejo Oluwasegun Adefuwado
Amer Hamid Attieetezame and Donna F. Atioutizame
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Scott Aker Jr.
Michael Lane Aldredge and Christy Aldredge
Robert Ahehnba and Sharon Lee O’Neal Ahehnba
Emmanuel Aampou-Tuffou
Richard Macade Applegate and Rosely Mosely Applegate
Charles Lester Bagby and Judy Powell Bagby
Bartwon W. Baldwin
Addison Andrew Barksdale and Laura White Barksdale
Fred Russell Bell
Matthew Stephen Berrigan and Kathryn Sammons Berrigan
Michael Paul Berrigan
Charles Jones Bethel and Lynsey Nix Bethel
Mark Wages Brett and Carmen Priscoc Bittick
Phillip Perry Blount and Gayle Pullen Blount
Mr. and Mrs. James H.

Bradford
Jolie Walker Bradham
Davis Hines Brannan III
Tammie Faith Pritchett Brown
Zane Probasc Brown
John Creighton Buchanan IV
and Tビルiochio Buchanan
Catherine Clement Butler and Kevin Gregory Butler
Todd Alan Cameron
John Mark Cates and Evelyn Buchanan-Cates
Paul Kil Chong and Shuing Z. Chong
Lee Edward Christensen
Patricia Fouts Clark
Daniel C. Cook
Susan Daniels Comeau
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Cox
Margaret Norman Crowder
Richard Trippe Davis
Seth Window Davis
William Chad Dheel
Michael Henry Doggett and Jenna Thompson Doggett
Elaine M. Drew
Susan McWhorter Driscoll
Daniel Dubrowski
Brian Edward Duke
Allen Curry Edenfield and Jula R. Edenfield
Robert Stratton Fabris Sr.
William Arthur Fickling III and Shannah Kay Fickling
John Gibson Fletcher
Delbert Clyde Fowler and Mel Schwob Fowler
Paul Robert Goebel and Katherine H. Goebel
Patrick James Goethe
Manish Gupta
Michael Patrick Haggerty
Richard Price Hamilton and Michelle MacLeod Hamilton
Mary Talmadge Hardman
James Drew Harrington
A. Judd and Georgia F. Harrison
Joe Barnes Harrisson Jr.
John Craig Hertwig
Mitchell Wilcos Hunter Jr. and Tom Hunt
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh A. Inglis III
Brenton Taylor Irwin
Scott Barnum Jackson
Valera Bagwell Jesse
Xueting Jiang and Yanyan Wang
Chaudry Aayew Ayawor
George Juzdan and Dorothy Juzdan
Roger Frank Kahn and Elen Kahn
Russell E. Kahler Jr. and Sidney Barnes Kahler
Marcus Alan Katz
Andrew David Kee
Michael Todd King and Marianna Little King
Robert Larry Kinney
James M. Laihiff
Austin R. Landes
Willis Taylor Latham
David Lanier
Wayne Maclean Lashna and Patricia Grote Lashna
Elwood Gray Lassiter III
Gayle Laustenschger
Franklin David Leiter Jr.
Mary Alice Cmry Trussell
Jonathan Robert Tucker
Lloyd Sanders Turley and
Anna Warner Turley
Bradley Ray Wallace
Richard Dennis Ward
William Cecil Weathersby
Michael Anthony Weigle

Cecilia Rogers Alley and
James Logan Alley
James L. Allen Jr.
Jennifer Hardigree Allen
Laura Allen
Marsha Robertson Allen and
McKenzie Williams Allen
Philip R. Allison

John Richard Baggenstoss
Ernest Lamar Bagley
Martin Alden Bahl
James Gerald Bailey and
Elaine P. Bailey
William S. Baird
John Francis Barney
Mr. and Mrs. David

William E. Beckham
William Steve Beckham
W. Michael Beckum and
Michelle Cofer Beckum
John Jeffery Bell
Samuel David Bell Jr.
Jake Bennett
Richard Howell Bennett
Thomas Rowell Bennett and
Margaret Thomas Bennett
James Edward Bentley Jr.
Gene R. Benton and
Jeneal Leonard Benton
Thomas Clarence Beusse Jr.
Jason Randall Bilz and
Bridgette Howell Bilz
Timothy Ragan Binder and
Heather Headrick Binder
Wallace Adams Birns Jr.
Scott Douglas Bireley
John William Bishop Jr.
Thomas Christopher Blackburn
Julius Mark Blatt
Jana Marie Henderson Bledsoe
John James Blee II
Frank Emanuel Block
Alonzo Plumb Boardman Jr.
Richard Raymond Boggs
Sara Elizabeth Bonner
David and Lindsey Bowden
William Irwin Bowen Jr. and
Kelly Mason Bowen
Danny A. Bowman and
Donna Bowman
David Michael Boyce
Christy Boyd
Jarell E. Branch and
Beverly S. Boyd
Susan Miller Boyd
D. H. Boyer
Cecil Chester Bozarth III
Joseph C. and Una E. Braica
James Ronald Braceland Jr.
Monica Annette Brademan
David McNeeley Bradham and
Lisa E. Bradham
Karen Yceary Bradway
Michael William Brandt
Rita Marcotte Brantner
Robert Nathan Braswell and
Victoria Siemering Brawss
Forest Franklin Brewton and
Dwahlman Brewton
William Barnett Brewton
William B. Brigham and
Patricia W. Brigham
Paul, Susu and Casey Brock
Kevin Michael Broderick and
Virginia Adams Broderick
Ann McMillan Brooks
Scott Carrington Brooks
Bruce Allan Brown and
Matthias Goldberg Brown
Christopher William Brown
James Greer Brown and
Laura Shiver Brown
Jess Bryan Brown IV
Stuart Benton Brown
William J. Brown III
Robert Thomas Brunegraff
William Bryan Buckler
William Joseph Buie
Michael Paul Bunn and
Kelli Taylor Bunn
Harold Flournoy Burch Jr. and
Jacquelyn Williams Burch
Mr. and Mrs. John
Marcello R. Burch
Steven Gay Burdette

Floyd Murray Wiley III and
Ellen Wilkins Wiley
Steven Allan Williams
Faith Jenne Woodley

$100 – 499
Anonymous (5)
Thomas William Aaron
Julie Lazurus Abel
Daniel P. Abernathy
John Desmond Abram
Patricia Vizzagruza Adair
Alisa Shelton Adamsson and
Guy Ralph Adamsson
Larry Wayne Adcock
Laurel Stokes Alberdt and
Stephen Warren Alberdt
Frank Stuckey Aldridge
Elizabeth Norman Alexander
and James William Alexander
Eimore B. Alexander III

Michael J. Alvin
Leo McCoed Amaker
Richard Gilchrist Amundsen III
Peter Michael Andersen
William J. Andersen and
Ellen Smith Andersen
Judy Lynn Walker Angely and
Steven Thomas Angely
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley S. Angley III
Edward Denton Artil
Eugene Talmadge Armor
Lorraine Koch Armstrong
Carolyn Trotter Ashley
Mr. and Mrs. James
William Arheron
David Harold Averett
Joseph Wallace Averette III
Gasan Othman Awd
Gilbert Carroll Aycock
Wendell Glenn Ayers
Miriam W. Bacon

Henry Barnes
Scott F. Barnes
Alan Lee Barnett
Devin Marie Clydsdale
Barnwell
John Benjamin Barrack and
Patricia D. Barrack
James Christopher Barras and
Amie Rodney Barras
Ian Courtney Barrett
Frank Heery Barron
Patricia Elizabeth Barry
Robert Michael Barry Jr.
Colonel and Mrs. Joseph
Michael J. Barten
Candace Garner Baskett
David Russell Baxter
Richard Linton Beacham and
Missy Brady Beacham
Andrew Mercer Beck III and
Maree Norton Beck

Marie Norton Beck
Andrew Mercer Beck III and
Missy Brady Beacham
John Edward Seymour and
Jill Seymour
Theodore Shelly
Joseph G. Sink
Timothy Nye Skidmore
Rankin M. Smith Jr. and
Jill Smith
Rebecca Smith
Robert Eugene Smith and
Marcia L. Smith
Joe Thorpe Spence Jr. and
Marion Blackman Spence
Hugh D. Sthr
Sarella Stowe
Thomas Milton Strate
Wayne Tamlpin
Mr. and Mrs. Kirby A. Thompson
Down Nicole Crain Thornley
Benjamin Eric Tolchinsky
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TERRY CLASS GIFTS
MAcc • Pledged: $64,500 • Participation Rate: 50%

(fro m left) Ben Ayers, director of the J.M. Tull School of Accounting, with MAcc class gift leaders Charles L. Shiver, Kelly Newman, and Jorge O’Sheilds, who helped raise $64,500. That total was a record for the Terry program, which asks pledges to be fulfilled over a five-year period.
Full-time MBA • Pledged: $59,805 • Participation Rate: 52%
Evening MBA • Pledged: $12,400 • Participation Rate: 15%

(from left) Mel Crask, associate dean for academic programs, accepts $72,205 check from this year’s class of full-time and Evening MBA students. Presenters were gift coordinators Suzanne Fogle (full-time MBA) and Chad Terry (Evening MBA).
First Leonard Leadership Scholars Program Class Gift Pledged: $29,370 • Participation Rate: 100%

The Leonard Leadership Scholars made an impressive start in the first year of their class gift program with a 100 percent participation rate. T.J. Callaway (middle row, 1st on right) and Tracey VanVoorhis (middle row, 4th from left) were the class gift leaders.

Brooks Andrews
Eric Astrin
Tucker Brown
Kevin Butte
Lindsay Callahan
T.J. Callaway IV
Harry Donival Dixon III
Courtney Doran
R. Blake Edwards
Hunter Blythe Fleetwood
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The University of Georgia and Terry College of Business
The Master of Marketing Research program pledged $48,300 for the Student Support Fund.
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1955-1959
Marvin “Ace” Allen (BBA ’58) of Woodstock was featured in an Atlanta Journal-Constitution article about why he loves his job as instructor and owner of Allen Driving School in Marietta.

1960-1964
Macky Nolen (BBA ’60) of Marietta retired after 45 years with Federated Insurance Co. and The Insurance Store. The late Milledge White Jr. (BBA ’61) was inducted into the Albany Sports Hall of Fame for his baseball and community accomplishments. James H. Blanchard (BBA ’63, JD ’65) of Columbus, retired chairman and CEO of Synovus, was on campus in October to present an executive lecture on leadership. John Paul Holmes Jr. (BBA ’63) of Monticello was the guest speaker at the Lakeland-Lanier County Chamber of Commerce annual banquet. Carl J. Schultz Jr. (BBA ’63) of Atlanta, managing director of Integra Realty Resources, is serving as ex-officio on the Buckhead Coalition. Charles Kenneth White (BBA ’63) of Dalton was named the 2007 Alumnus of the Year by Reinhardt College in Waleska.

1965-1969
Paschal A. English Jr. (BBA ’66, JD ’69) of Thomaston, north Georgia superior court judge, was the guest speaker at the 72nd annual awards banquet and board meeting of the Waycross-Ware County Chamber of Commerce. Edmund A. Booth Jr. (BBA ’67, JD ’70) of Augusta was appointed the acting U.S. attorney for the southern district of Georgia. Phil Casey (BBA ’67) of Tampa, Fla., made a gift of stock valued at more than $1 million to UGA’s Terry College of Business to benefit a proposed multi-building Terry complex near the corner of Lumpkin and Broad streets. Casey is chairman of Gerdau Ameristeel, the second largest minimill steel producer in North America. He and his wife, Betty, will be inducted into Terry’s Pinnacle Society, which recognizes donors whose cumulative lifetime giving to Terry totals $1 million or more. Charles W. Clowdis Jr. (BBA ’67) of Montegallo, Tenn., had some of his antique post cards framed, turned into artwork, and displayed at Lorena’s Gifts with a Story. Richard Edwards III (BBA ’67) of Marietta joined Riverside Cemetery as family services manager. Jerry Nesbitt (BBA ’68) of Jonesboro was named the first general manager of Coldwell Banker Bullard Realty.

1970-1974
Brooks S. Franklin (BBA ’70, JD ’73) of Atlanta was elected president of the board of directors of the Georgia Innocence Project, which uses DNA to exonerate people who have been wrongly convicted of crimes. Charles Bowen (BBA ’71) of Newnan joined Impact Mortgage Inc. as a loan officer. Ronnie Howard (BBA ’71) of Athens, senior vice president at First American Bank and Trust Co., was promoted to the commercial division. William C. Lankford Jr. (BBA ’71, MAcc ’72) of Atlanta was appointed to UGA’s J.M. Tull School of Accounting advisory board. He is a managing partner at Moore Stephens Tiller LLC. Charles Oglesby (BBA ’71) of Duluth is president and CEO of Asbury Automotive Group’s Southern Platform. John R. Phelps (BBA ’71) and his wife Josephine Crawford Phelps (ABJ ’70) of Atlanta are co-chairs of the University of Georgia Parents Council. Robert M. Thornton Jr. (BBA ’71) of Atlanta is chairman, CEO, and president of SunLink Health Systems Inc. Bill Griffin (BBA ’72) of Pittsburgh, Pa., is a member of the Terry College of Business Board of Overseers, as well as its campaign steering committee, and recently he delivered a lecture in a Lessons in Leadership class taught by Pat Pittard (BBA ’65) at Terry. Bill, who serves as managing director of Fidelity National Information Services (see story in summer issue of Terry magazine), talked to the class about the causes and consequences of the current meltdown in the mortgage industry. Aflac’s Dan Amos (BBA ’73) was the first CEO of a major U.S. public company to allow shareholders a voice in his compensation. That decision has led to a flood of positive publicity for the Columbus-based supplemental insurance company, including a near 10-minute segment on ABC’s “Nightline” on June 11. Since announcing the say-on-pay plan, Amos and Aflac have appeared in more than 1,700 news articles, according to the company’s public relations department. Amos has been on the front page of USA Today, and featured in Newsweek, Washington Post, The New York Times, and on the CBS Evening News. David L. Burch (BBA ’73) of St. Simon’s Island is a financial planner and senior partner of Lighthouse Financial. Lindsey McGarity (BBA ’73) of McDonough is chairman of the Henry County Chamber of Commerce board of directors. Clifton F. Morris (BBA ’73) of Dublin was named to the Brevton-Parker College board of trustees. The founders of the Shepherd Center — James Shepherd (BBA ’73) of Atlanta and his parents, Alana and Harold — received the 2007 Distinguished Service Award from the American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation. The Shepherd Center is a private, not-for-profit hospital devoted to the medical care and rehabilitation of people with spinal cord injury and disease, acquired brain injury, multiple sclerosis and other neuromuscular problems. Thomas Bolton (BBA ’74) of Dawson joined Albany Bank and Trust as vice president and commercial loan officer. Peter Dunning (BBA ’74) of Greensboro was named executive vice president of Strategic Industries at SAP America Inc.

1975-1979
Bruce Brown (MBA ’75) of Alexandria, Va., was appointed deputy assistant secretary for senate affairs in the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Legislative Affairs. Frank Felker (BBA ’75) of Cumming was named president of Habersham Bank’s Forsyth County market. Avery Sledge (BBA ’75) works in the business division of the Toledo Regional Chamber of Commerce as director of the Procurement Technical Assistance Center. He is working to establish a Northwest Ohio Bio-Preferred Products Commercialization. He will attend Iliff Theological Seminary this September in Denver, Colo. Travis Storey (BBA ’75, MAcc ’77) of Jacksonville was named managing partner in the audit, tax and advisory firm KPMG LLP. Hank Eubanks (BBA ’76) received the Atlanta Commercial Board of Realtors 2007 Silver Phoenix Award. Elizabeth V. Gatewood (MBA ’78, PhD ’86) of Winston-Salem, N.C., was named to the Delta Apparel Inc. board of directors. Stuart Mathis (BBA ’78) of San Diego, Calif., was nominated to the International Franchise Association’s board of directors. Randy Siegel (BBA ’78) of Asheville, N.C., released his second book, PowerHouse Presenting: Become the Presenter You Were Born to Be. It is available online at Amazon.com and Lulu.com. Siegel’s clients include Earthlink, The Recording Academy (Grammy Awards), State Farm Insurance and Terry’s MBA Program. Tom B. Wight III (BBA ’78, MAcc ’79) of...
Macon pledged a gift of $35,000 to the Terry College’s Earl Davis Chair in Taxation. Wight is CFO of the Mulberry Street Investment Co. Ryan Mock Jr. (BBA ’79, JD ’82) of Atlanta has been managing partner at Hawkins & Parnell LLP for more than 10 years. Rick Rowland (BBA ’79) of Woodstock was promoted to executive vice president and senior lender at United Community Bank. Peter Stoddard (BBA ’79) of Seagrove Beach, Fla., is a broker associate with the Sunburst Group at Davis Properties in Seaside. He moved to Florida in 2001 after a 20-year sales and management career in Chicago, where he specialized in corporate event marketing, conventions, trade shows, and public relations. David Q. Sweat (BBA ’79) of St. Simons Island was named regional president of Sapelo Bank’s Golden Isles Division. Paul Williams (BBA ’79) of Fitzgerald became a partner and CFO of land developer Riverbrooke Capital Partners, LLC, which has 30 developments in Georgia, Florida, and Alabama. Paul and his wife Cindy have 5 children. He was recently named to the board of trustees of the Georgia 4-H Foundation.

1980-1984

Chris D. Clayton (BBA ’80, JD ’83) of Roswell is a managing partner at Babush, Neiman, Kornman & Johnson LLP. Bob Babcock (BBA ’81, MAcc ’82) of Marietta is president of Sagent Homes LLC. Dan Forsman (BBA ’82) of Duluth was named Broker of the Year by Prudential Real Estate Affiliates Inc. Terry Alumni Board member Andy McGhee (BBA ’82) of Atlanta helped coordinate a reception at SunTrust headquarters in Atlanta in July for Terry alums who work for SunTrust. UGA Athletic Director Damon Evans (BBA ’92, MEd ’94) was the featured speaker, and Dean Robert T. Sumichrast was introduced to the group.

Allen’s redux

Terry alums recreate popular Athens tavern

By Krista Reese (MA ’80)

Remember Allen’s?

Yes, the Normaltown legend. Yes, the rundown bar with the cold beer, deliciously greasy burgers, and world’s best jukebox. Inside those nicotine-tinged walls, a young Zell Miller once worked “for $7 a night, and all the hamburgers I could eat.” Lewis Grizzard told tall tales there, the Normaltown Flyers were the house band, and it was there that the B-52’s found inspiration for “The Deadbeat Club.” Depending on your generation and how often you frequented Allen’s, you might remember the overall-wearing regular known only as Mad Dog, or the appropriately named short-order cook, Fast Eddie. If you know enough about Allen’s to have read this far, you probably also mourned its 2003 closing — after 48 years of providing haven to students and locals — a victim of Athens’ car culture.

Weep no more, barflies: Allen’s is back, and even die-hard former regulars are rejoicing. Although the new owners — Terry grads Hilt Moree (BSEd ’99, MBA ’03) and Mark Hammond (BBA ’93) — had to move a few blocks away to a new Normaltown location (the original was demolished in 2005), they lost only the grime, but kept the original, quirky atmosphere.

“We’re really only stewards of the Allen’s legacy,” says Hammond, between bites of the resurrected, charcoal-grilled Allen’s burger, lovingly re-created from the source of the ground beef to the separately steamed bun, prepared by the latex-gloved hands of Fast Eddie himself, once again at the grill.

“We like to think of the décor as Redneck Chic,” says Moree.

The new owners’ devotion is apparent before you open the front door — the familiar exterior storefront at 810 Hawthorne Ave. replicates even the muralized panels, newly painted by Normaltown artist Stephanie Cowan. (One big change from the first location: The spacious parking lot.) Inside,
alumni connections

Why alums give to Terry

Jill Walton (BBA ’99, MPA ’03), Director of Alumni Relations

One of the things I enjoy most about my job and my work in annual giving is discovering why Terry alumni choose to support the college through financial gifts. Here are a few recent “Why I give” stories that I’d like to share.

“Whether volunteering time and energy or writing a check, I am always happy to extend myself to the Terry College of Business. I truly enjoyed my time as a student in the Terry MBA program, where I developed a great network of personal friends and professional contacts. I was also exposed to experiential-based learning opportunities, including overseas travel, representing Terry at business competitions across the U.S. and co-authoring a business case. Many of these opportunities were made possible by the availability of financial resources and the can-do attitude of the faculty and administration. I will continue to share my time and resources.” — Tracy S. Dunbar (MBA ’06)

“I learned early in my career that no matter how smart you are or how hard you work, you will never get to where you want to go alone. I give to the Earl Davis Chair because I believe that Dr. Davis played a key role in my success. I am a partner in one of the greatest firms in the world because of his encouragement and teaching. There are many professors at UGA that carry on his same commitment to the students.” — Ashley P. Scott (BBA ’93, MAcc ’94)

“My career took me to a number of different cities. Three years ago, I moved back to Georgia and one of the first business networking events I attended was a Terry Third Thursday breakfast. I immediately made new business contacts and have re-connected with a number of people I knew more than 20 years ago. I realize that the Terry College helped me get started in my career and continues to play an important role.” — Diane Bloodworth (BBA ’82)

“UGA gave both of us such a great foundation for our careers from both a job skills perspective, and, more importantly, a great group of friends and business associates that is always expanding. We believe it is important to do what we can to help support the University so that current and future students can have that same experience, and enjoy newer and better resources, programs, and facilities. Go Dawgs!” — Sandy Castro O’Meara (BBA ’98, MAcc ’99) — Jay O’Meara (BBA ’97, MBA ’00)

“I give because I believe in and want to support the difference Terry makes in individual lives as well as the business community. Also, I like to give to organizations/institutions that are purposeful in their endeavors and are on the move. Terry has so many great initiatives, along with the passion to see them through. Terry is on the rise and knows where it is going.” — Rick Doherty (BBA ’78)

If you are interested in sharing your “Why I give” story or in supporting the Terry College of Business, please contact us at (706) 542-3210.
and brother Jonah, 2, reside with their proud parents in Charlotte, N.C. William Jonathan Martin II (BBA ‘91) of Macon, a partner in Constangy, Brooks & Smith, spoke on labor and employment law at a presentation by the Dalton Employer Committee. T. Scott Graham (PhD ’92) of Beavercreek, Ohio, was named director and assistant professor of the undergraduate organizational leadership program at Wright State University in Dayton in 2000. In just five years, the program has grown from eight students to more than 500. Karen Wight Nielsen (BBA ’93) of Birmingham, Ala., was promoted to vice president of financial protection products with Citibank North America. Ann Harper Smith (MAcc ’93) of Macon received the Governor’s Small Business of Excellence Award and the Women in Business Champion of the Year Award. Mark Spain (BBA ’93) of Cumming had his team voted No. 1 in the Team II category at the Atlanta Board of Realtors Million Dollar Club Banquet for the third consecutive year. He is in his 12th year in the residential real estate business and has already crossed the billion dollar sales mark for his career. Leila Baldwin Lydle (BBA ’94) of Atlanta, founder of AtlantaBridal.com, held her “Brides Against Breast Cancer Nationwide Tour of Gowns” for the third consecutive year. Stephanie Burr Sharp (BBA ’94) of Athens, president of Plexus Web Creations, served on the Media Mogul Panel for the Ladies Who Launch conference. Robert Soper (BBA ’94, JD ’97) of Shavertown, Pa., is chair of the United Way’s 2007-2008 Community Campaign, and leads the volunteer fundraising cabinet. Elizabeth Herman Stana (BBA ’94) and husband Stephen of Powder Spring celebrated the birth of daughter Savannah in June 2006.

1995-1999

Scott M. Abrams (BBA ’93) of Powder Spring is a new partner in the Atlanta-based public accounting firm Carr, Riggs & Ingram L.L.C.

ALLEN’S continued from 55

the floor plan duplicates the original, with pool table, counter, and dining area, with the familiar black-and-white tiled floor under foot.

The two friends and partners — who grew up together and were classmates at Henderson High in Tucker — stumbled on the project by accident. Before a UGA football game, their 7-year-old sons in tow, they decided to meet at Allen’s for a burger — and discovered, to their shock, that it was gone. “Someone was still there selling Allen’s T-shirts,” says Hammond. “They gave us Billy’s business card.”

Billy Slaughter, Allen’s then-owner, had bought the place from original owner Allen Saine. The place had come back into Saine’s hands after the death of his former partner and manager Danny Self, who developed many of the recipes.

Moree made contact with Slaughter, who also mourned the loss of the bar, but could no longer operate it. “The Athens bar scene changed in the ’80s and ’90s, after all the retail places closed downtown, and re-opened as bars,” Hammond explains. “Before then, because you always had to drive, you could only go to one or two places in a night. Now you could park in one place and bar hop to seven or eight places.”

Allen’s minuscule parking lot, complicated by its offbeat location, doomed it. “It was Hilt’s persistence,” says Hammond, that convinced Slaughter to sell them Allen’s name, logo, and original recipes. There was, however, one thing Slaughter could not bear to part with: Allen’s old jukebox, which still sits in his office. Slaughter did allow Moree and his wife, Marisa, to take digital photos of every page of its flip-page index — and yes, the playlist is re-created in its entirety in a newfangled jukebox near the new Allen’s front door.

Moree and Hammond are far from full-time bar owners. They’re actually friendly competitors in the mortgage business, “helping small banks compete against the big banks for mortgage loans,” says Hammond. If the mortgage business doesn’t seem to easily dovetail with the restaurant industry, Hammond disagrees: “Our business philosophy in our day jobs transcends nicely into our motivation for bringing back Allen’s. We feel strongly that America has become too ‘corporate,’ whether it’s in banking or in a night out for a meal.” Giving his mortgage customers personal touches they can’t get at big banks, he says, is the same as giving Athens dining options beyond chain restaurants and franchises: “Bringing back Allen’s is a small strike against American corporate hegemony.” It’s also a for-profit venture with a philanthropic heart: Allen’s opening raised $4000 for the nearby YMCA.

As lunch ends, the two men excitedly discuss future options, like an Allen’s bus that would take fans to and from Sanford Stadium on game day, and a menu that stretches beyond their current offerings of healthy salads and sandwiches with Allen’s original burgers and German potato salad, perhaps even extending to (shudder) organic food. Behind them, the dining room is filling up with a crowd that includes the granola-clique, blue-collar workers, old-time grads checking out the framed “Hall of Fame” photos, and even a well-dressed lady, nursing a glass of chardonnay with her lunch — a scene that could only be described as “Allen’s-esque.”

For more info, including a message board with posts from former regulars, go to: www.allensbarandgrill.com, or visit the restaurant at 810 Hawthorne Ave., 706-353-6244.
class notes

Christopher J. Skibinski (BBA ’95) of Charlotte, N.C., was the Top Producer Industrial Broker 2006.

Melissa Frawley (BBA ’96) of Atlanta was appointed market manager for Wachovia Bank’s Georgia Real Estate Financial Services. Jim Harper (MBA ’94) of Advance, N.C., was promoted to senior manager-marketing sciences at Bellomy Research Inc. in Winston-Salem, N.C.

Georgia 2006

Raleigh Holt (MBA ’96) of Dallas, Texas, is a senior customer marketing manager on the Subway Global Account Team within Coca-Cola North America’s Foodservice Division.

Tom Breedlove (BBA ’97) of Atlanta joined HLB Gross Collins PC, as a principal in its partner group. Prior to joining HLB in 2005 as a manager, Breedlove worked with a Big 4 accounting firm and an international accounting firm. His specialty is providing tax and financial advisory and assurance services, focusing in the international business, manufacturing, distribution and not-for-profit industries.

LeAnne Henderson Garland (BBA ’98, Med ’05) and her husband of Tunnel Hill celebrated the birth of their first child, Mollie Elyse, on Jan. 1. Michael L. Benner (BBA ’97) of Atlanta was promoted to a vice president of BB&T Insurance Services Inc. in the area of group health insurance and employee benefits.

Thomas Heath Fountan (BBA ’97) of Albany is CFO at Heritage Bank of the South. David Frank (PhD ’07) of Florence, S.C., was appointed associate dean of the business school at Francis Marion University.

Timothy Tanner (BBA ’97) of Valdosta was named a partner in the law firm of Coleman, Talley, Newbern, Kurrie, Preston & Holland LLP. Blake Sharpton (BBA ’98) of Macon was named an associate at Jones, Cork & Miller LLP. Colin Stokes III (BBA ’98) of Athens was promoted to vice president at the First American Bank and Trust Co.

Marissa Giglio Bruce (BBA ’01) and her husband Brandon (BS ’99) welcomed the birth of Hannah Grace on April 7. They live in Lexington, Ky., where Brandon is an orthopedic resident at the University of Kentucky.

Brandi Bays Ivy (BBA ’99, MAcc ’00) of Albany was promoted to manager at Draflin & Tucker LLP.

Perry Routteen (BBA ’99, MAcc ’01) of Statesboro is a staff accountant at Reddick, Riggs, Hunter and Kennedy P.C. Melissa Lakin Yarbrough (BBA ’99) and husband Clay of Covington welcomed the birth of Jackson Cole.

2000-2004

John Holden (BBA ’00, MAcc ’00) of Athens, audit manager at Rushton & Company in Gainesville, was designated as a certified fraud examiner. Scott Hunter (BBA ’00) of Albany joined A.G. Edwards & Sons Inc. as a financial consultant. Amanda Reeves Palmer (BBA ’00) of Donalsonville joined Cora Bert Thomas Realty as a sales associate. Grant Rumsey (BBA ’00, MAcc ’00) of Greenville, S.C., joined the accounting firm of Clockwork PC.

John D. Sippole (BBA ’00) started Cay Insurance Services Inc. in Savannah. It is a full-service property and casualty insurance brokerage firm specializing in both personal and commercial lines.

Matt Thomas (BBA ’00) and Chris Blackmon (BBA ’99), both of Athens, formed Atlas Real Estate Advisors, which will offer both residential and commercial real estate services in the northeast Georgia area.

Leslie Sims Williams (BBA ’00) of Bogart was elected to banking officer at Athens First Bank & Trust. Selena Bedgood (BBA ’01) moved back to Athens to accept a position with the Financial Services Division of UGA External Affairs.

James Hartley (BBA ’01) of Springfield works with Bank of America as an assistant banking...
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George Pierce Dance (BSC ’39), Pensacola, Fla., Aug. 5.
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Brandice Martin (BBA ’04), Columbus, June 13.
center manager in Savannah. He is married to Jennifer Hartley (AB '02, MED '04) and they have one child. Drena Hollingsworth (BBA '01) of Mableton was recently named to the “30 Under 30” list of real estate agents for the National Association of Realtors. She was chosen from more than 3,200 other real estate agents nationwide. Mark Butler (BBA '02) of Atlanta was a finalist for the Atlanta Business Chronicle’s Salesperson of the Year Award for 2005. Julie Lingenfelter McKillip (BBA '02) of Ashburn, Va., started Your Perfect Day Events, her own event planning company. Stephanie Meyer (BBA '02) of Atlanta is a volunteer with Buckhead Christian Ministry, a faith-based nonprofit agency that has helped needy families and individuals for 20 years. Jonathan Schwartz (BBA '02) of Athens was named assistant vice president and branch manager at First American Bank and Trust Co. Milton W. Troy III (MBA '02) of Mechanicsburg, Pa., received his master of arts degree in national security and strategic studies from the Navy War College in Newport, R.I. Braxton Bone (BBA '03) of Lakeland, Fla., is a development manager for Century Realty Funds. Bradley Brookshire (BBA '03) of Richmond Hill was promoted to vice president of construction lending at Bryan Bank & Trust.

Garrett Gravesen (BBA '03) of Atlanta, who is co-founder and co-executive director of H.E.R.O. for Children (see story on p. 28), was honored by the United States Junior Chamber (Jaycees) as one of the 2007 Ten Outstanding Young Americans. Previous award winners include U.S. presidents John Kennedy and Bill Clinton. Walter Hagan III (BBA '03) of Savannah joined Darby Bank & Trust Co. as a commercial credit analyst. Benjamin Lewis (BBA '03) of Athens was promoted to banking officer and branch sales manager at First American Bank and Trust Co. Jennifer Bono Munn (BBA '03) of Atlanta was the subject of a Sunday “Why I Love My Job” feature in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. Jennifer is a sales manager/event planner for Atlanta Arrangements. Joshua Wright (BBA '03) of Sharpsburg joined Josey, Young & Brady Realty LLC as a realtor. Mark Catho (BBA '04) of Carlsbad, Calif., is the new owner of a Chick-fil-A restaurant. He is the second-third-generation Cathy member to enter as a franchisee into the family business, which was started by his grandfather. Scottie Hendrix II (BBA '04) of Savannah joined Seabolt Brokers/Harry Norman Realtors as a sales associate. Kimberly McClellan (BBA '04) of Tampa, Fla., received her M.B.A. and is now a mortgage banker with the HomeBanc Mortgage Corp. Margaret Storm (BBA '04, AB '04) of Athens was named marketing assistant/junior account manager for Sliced Bread Co., an Athens-based, full-service marketing firm. She perfected her Spanish while studying and working in San Jose, Costa Rica, and Madrid, Spain. She previously held the position of international assistant at Atlanta-based Shop’n Chek Worldwide.

2005-

Richard “Trey” Glendye III (BBA '05) of Savannah was promoted to banking officer at The Savannah Bank. Brandon McWhorter (BBA '05) is a sales executive for The Settings of West Point Lake subdivision in Liberty Hill. Suzanne Swinson (BBA '05) of Savannah is a sales associate at Seabolt Brokers/Harry Norman Realtors. Lea Duval (BBA '06) of Monroe, a partner in Liberty Tax Service, opened a third office in Athens. Wyatt Holzbach (BBA '06) of Richmond, Va., joined the sales and development division of S.L. Nusbaum Realty Co. in Norfolk. Jay Thaw Jr. (BBA '06) of St. Simons Island joined real estate firm Parker-Kaufman. Erin Funderburk (BBA '07) of Lawrenceville received a $750 scholarship from the Atlanta Association of Health Underwriters, which honors a risk management student from UGA each year.

A toast to the Okefenokee

Attorney Tracy Chesser (BBA '90) opens a winery

By Krista Reese (MA '80)

It’s a good thing that real estate-risk management grad Tracy Chesser (BBA '90) has a day job — as an attorney specializing in liability, insurance coverage, and personal injury defense for the Jacksonville, Fla., firm Moseley Pirchard Parrish Knight & Jones. Because he says if he ever applied risk management principles to his part-time gig as a winemaker, “I probably never would have opened this business.”

Then again, Chesser Island Winery was never meant to be the Folkston, Ga., lawyer’s bread and butter; it’s more of a champagne toast to his beloved Okefenokee Swamp.

Named for the site of his grandparents’ old pioneer homestead (now a part of the Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge), Chesser Island Winery came into being after Chesser noticed a bumper crop of two things: Rabbiteye blueberries, and well-heeled Okefenokee tourists who longed to take home some authentic touchstone of the magical swamp-land they’d just visited.

Chesser grew up amid Folkston’s timber industry, the life’s work for many in his family, including his father. Chesser’s own summers with his father cutting pine “put me through law school,” he says. After weighing the advice of the late Terry professor E.J. Leverett (“the pied piper of insurance,” as Chesser recalls him) to become a broker after graduation, Chesser instead opted for the bar, earning his J.D. from the University of Florida in 1993, then returning to his family home of Folkston.

After a bumper crop of rabbiteye blueberries on his property in 1998 and ’99, Chesser started experimenting with winemaking.

“They were just dropping off the bushes,” he says. “So I read a couple of articles, and started making wine from it — about 15 gallons that first year. It wasn’t bad. People said they enjoyed it. I thought, If you can make good wine without really trying, what would it be like if you really tried?”

Really trying meant a few things — like coming up with wines no one made anywhere else. Chesser and wife Melinda decided to focus on using native fruits — blueberries, blackberries (“They’re the size of ping-pong balls here,” he says) and muscadines. Typically the base for Georgia’s toothache-sweet wines, the Chessers decided to use them to make dry wines, as well as a completely unique product: Dry blueberry sparkling wine, the only such product anywhere. Later, he would also make a true muscadine brut, using the traditional French methode champenoise.

In 2005, the Chessers officially opened their winery, shipping wines to local stores and distributors. The operation now ships more than 2,000 cases annually. A panel of wine professionals chose Chesser Island’s Billy Bowlegs Blue as a 2007 “Wine of Distinction” for Georgia Trend. In addition, the 39-year-old Chesser was recognized as one of that magazine’s “40 Under 40” young Georgians — and not for his lawyering, but for his winemaking and support of his home region.
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which was shared with the engineering college. Terry’s Executive Education Center has state-of-the-art classrooms, nicely equipped meeting and conference rooms, and plenty of faculty offices. The Atlanta location — directly across the street from Lenox Square Mall — is ideal to attract working professionals.

**TM:** What other challenges does Terry face?

**SUMICHRAST:** We’re short on classroom space in Athens, which restricts class size and availability; to compensate for that, Terry faculty teach in a number of buildings around the UGA campus. Equally a problem is the lack of space for student team meetings and prominent speakers. Terry also needs space for career services for MBA students and for corporate recruiters to interview our students.

**TM:** Which brings us to the new Terry complex, which has been proposed for a site near the intersection of Lumpkin and Baxter streets. Where does that project stand?

We are currently operating, in a sense, like a commuter school in that students leave the building as soon as classes end and disperse to their apartments or dorms. Or they congregate in the hallways to nap or study before their next class — and in sufficient numbers that make it hard for faculty, staff, and other students to walk through the halls.

**SUMICHRAST:** The draft plan is for three buildings. The working plan calls for us to begin with a building that will service graduate programs and graduate students. It will primarily be a classroom building, but there will be space for students to work on projects, plus breakout rooms and some meeting space. The current plan calls for us to privately fund 100 percent of the $35-$40 million that it will take to construct this first building.

A subsequent building would primarily be an undergraduate building with common space where faculty and students can interact informally — a building where you could both hold large events and where faculty and students could grab a cup of coffee. This is a concept that we’ve seen at the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard, where you convert informal meeting space to a lecture-style format. Another building would be primarily devoted to faculty offices, but it would also have some classroom space.

**TM:** How would this new Terry complex change our overall educational product and environment?

**SUMICHRAST:** We are currently operating, in a sense, like a commuter school in that students leave the building as soon as classes end and disperse to their apartments or dorms. Or they congregate in the hallways to nap or study before their next class — and in sufficient numbers that make it hard for faculty, staff, and other students to walk through the halls. We need the kind of facilities where business students can come early, stay late, and get things done. We need space for business organizations and a place for students to meet with alumni and members of the business community, a place where they could interview for jobs.

These new facilities would allow us to engage students outside the traditional lecture setting by utilizing distance learning technology, by providing lectures outside of class, and by re-using those lectures by recording them for playback in an acoustically sound environment. Essentially, it would allow us to practice what we preach when we talk about teamwork in our management classes by providing space for group projects.

The new Terry complex would be a showplace, visually speaking, and that would help us attract more and better-prepared students. But more importantly — because of the programs and services we could deliver — it would enable the Terry College to provide students with a complete educational experience.

**TM:** Raising $35-$40 million in private funds for the first building in the proposed Terry complex is a tall order. How optimistic are you that we can reach that initial goal?

**SUMICHRAST:** It is a tremendous opportunity — but also a tremendous challenge — for both the Terry College and for the University of Georgia. To make it happen, we need a tremendous amount of support from alumni and from the business community.

If we succeed in raising $35-$40 million for the first building, it heightens the viability of the entire complex — and we would then get resources from the state. If, on the other hand, we aren’t able to muster adequate support, we stand to lose that space at Lumpkin and Baxter. It’s a prime piece of real estate. I have said, from the first moment I got here, that it is time for the Terry College to stop talking about itself as one of the top public B-schools and start talking about itself as one of the best business colleges anywhere, public or private. The Terry College is on a path to national prominence, and to make that goal a reality we need to make dramatic improvements in our facilities. The key to becoming a top-tier business school lies in the new business education complex. If we are able to build it, it will represent a sea change for the Terry College.

---
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TERRY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
BOARD OF OVERSEERS
Chairman: S. Taylor Glover (BA ’73), President and CEO, Turner Enterprises Inc.
James H. Blanchard (BA ’63, LLB ’65), Retired Chairman and CEO, Synovus
Frank W. Brumley (BA ’62), Chairman and CEO, Daniel Island Co.
A.D. “Pete” Correll, Jr. (BA ’63), Chairman Emeritus, Georgia-Pacific Corp.
Thomas W. Crawford, President and CEO, Crawford & Co.
Jay M. Davis (BA ’70), Chairman and CEO, National Distributing Company Inc.
C. William Griffin (BA ’72), Managing Director, Fidelity National Financial
Robert D. McTeer, Jr. (BA ’63, PhD ’71), Distinguished Fellow, National Center for Policy Analysis
Dudley L. Moore, Jr. (BA ’57), Managing General Partner, Moore Investment Group LLP
Wayne H. Pace (Macc ’70), Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, Time Warner Inc.
Patrick S. Pittard (BA ’67), Retired Chairman and CEO, Heidrick & Struggles International Inc.
J. Haley Roberta, Jr. (BA ’62), First Vice President, Wachovia Securities
Charles S. Sanford, Jr. (AB ’58), Retired Chairman and CEO, Bankers Trust Co.
S. Stephen Selig III (BA ’65), President and Chairman, Selig Enterprises Inc.
Kessell D. Stelling, Jr. (BA ’78), President and CEO, Bank of North Georgia
William Bradley Turner, Jr. (BA ’75), President, W.C. Bradley Co.
Lowell White (BA ’69), Co-owner, Calvert & White Custom Homes LLC
Emeritus Board Members
Chandler B. Barton (BA ’58), Retired President and CEO, Coldwell Banker Corp.
J. Rex Fuqua (BA ’72), President, Fuqua Capital Corp.
Stiles A. Kellett, Jr. (BA ’66), Chairman, Kellett Investment Corp.

TERRY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
CAMPAIGN STEERING COMMITTEE
Chairman: Darren W. DeVore (BA ’86), Managing Director, Artisan Partners LP
Douglas R. Aldridge (BA ’77), Managing Director of Investments, Wachovia Securities, Aldridge, Johnson & Krapp Wealth Management Group
Ruth A. Bartlett (BA ’76), Partner and CPA, Frazier & Deeter LLC
Michael M. Beeghley (BA ’89, Macc ’03), President, Applied Economics LLC
Kirk J. Bradley (BA ’84), Chairman, President and CEO, Lee-Moore Oil Co.
Jay M. Davis (BA ’70), Chairman and CEO, National Distributing Company Inc.
William W. Douglas III (BA ’83), Senior Vice President and CFO, Coca-Cola Enterprises
C. William Griffin (BA ’72), Managing Director, Fidelity National Financial
Andrew H. Knox (BA ’72), President, Watson & Knox Inc.

Earl T. Leonard, Jr. (ABJ ’58, LLB ’61), Retired Senior Vice President for Corporate Affairs, The Coca-Cola Co.
Ted McMullan (MBA ’93), President, Covington Investments LLC
W.E. “Brother” Stewat, Jr. (BA ’74), President, Bibb Distributing Co.
Lowell White (BA ’69), Co-owner, Calvert & White Custom Homes LLC
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ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS
2007-2008 Chairman: Robert C. Copeland (BA ’70), Retired Senior Vice President/Group Executive, Wachovia Corp.
W. Benjamin Barkley (AB ’87, MBA ’88, JD ’91), Corporate Department Chairman, Kilpatrick Stockton LLP
Andrew Barksdale (BA ’89, MBA ’93), Executive Vice President, LPL Financial Institution Services
M. Brantley Barrow (BA ’76), Chairman, Hardin Construction Company LLC
Craig Bann (BA ’80), Vice President, Coastal Region, Georgia Power
Ruth A. Bartlett (BA ’76), Partner and CPA, Frazier & Deeter LLC
Michael M. Beeghley (BA ’89, Macc ’03), President, Applied Economics LLC
Harold A. Black (BA ’66, MA ’68, PhD ’72), James F. Smith Jr. Professor of Financial Institutions, University of Tennessee
David Blanchard (BA ’96, MBA ’04), Partner, Artisan Properties Inc.
Dickey Boardman, Jr. (BA ’71), Senior Vice President, Meybohm Realty
Kirk J. Bradley (BA ’84), Chairman, President and CEO, Lee-Moore Oil Co.
Louis J. Brown (BA ’85), LJ Brown Financial Resources
David L. Burch (BA ’73), President, Lighthouse Financial Advisors LLC
Matthew D. Clark (BA ’92, Macc ’93, MBA ’04), Controller, Transmission and Distribution Division, GE Energy
Alisa Pittman Creek (BA ’93), Partner, Elsabee, Thompson, Sapp & Wilson
Richard W. Courts IV (BA ’95), Vice President, CARTER
Darren W. DeVore (BA ’86), Managing Director, Artisan Partners LP
Richard D. Doherty (BA ’78), President and CEO, Doherty, Duggan, & Duggan Insurors
J. Tillman Douglas, Jr. (BA ’90), President, Douglas Sales Company Inc.
Robert J. Dumas, Jr. (BA ’84, Macc ’85), Partner and General Manager, TaxConnex LLC
Damon Evans (BA ’92, MEd ’94), Director of Athletics, The University of Georgia Athletic Association
Gunby J. Garrard (BA ’96), Vice President, The Jordan Co.
Andrew Ghtern (BA ’65), Executive Vice President, President, Cushman & Wakefield of Georgia Inc.
Stephen W. Goodroe (BA ’71), Retired Vice President of Global Customer Marketing, Procter & Gamble
Barbara Hampton (EmBA ’06), Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, Georgia Transmission Corporation

Robert D. Heath (BA ’73, MBA ’79), President and CEO, First American Bank & Trust Co.
Edward S. Hey, Jr. (BA ’83), Atlanta Deputy Managing Partner, Deloitte
Hamilton E. Holmes, Jr. (BA ’90), Community Relations, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Co.
Jason E. Hudson (BS ’96, EMBA ’04), Chief Financial Officer, Majure Data Inc.
Michael W. Ivey (BA ’86), President and CEO, Capital City Mortgage Corp.
Stephen S. Joiner (BA ’86), Southeast Regional Managing Partner of M&A Transactions Services, Deloitte & Touche LLP
E. William Jones, Jr. (BA ’88), Director of Business Affairs, Augusta National Golf Club
F. Lamar Lewis (BA ’70, JD ’74), Attorney and CPA, Winburn, Lewis & Stolz LLP
Andrew S. McGhee (AB ’82), Managing Director, Trusco Capital Management
Ted McMullan (MBA ’93), President, Covington Investments LLC
Tiffany S. Miller (MBA ’97), Regional Finance Manager, Sears In Home Services
Marlan L. Nichols (BA ’77), Senior Partner, Nichols, Cauley & Associates LLC
Allison Karl O’Kelley (BA ’94), Founder and CEO, Mom Corps
Michael Kirk Ostergard (BA ’89), Global Managing Partner, Shareholder Value Consulting Practice, Accenture
Thomas H. Paris III (BA ’84, MBA ’85), Manager, U.S. State Government Relations, General Electric
Mark C. Sauasy (BA ’84), Managing Director, Southeast Asset Advisors Inc.
Ashley P. Scott (BA ’93, Macc ’94), Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Abram Serotta (BA ’68, Macc ’69), President, Serotta Maddocks Evans & Co.
James H. Shepherd (BA ’73), Chairman, Shepherd Center Inc.
Kessell D. Stelling, Jr. (BA ’78), President and CEO, Bank of North Georgia
W.E. “Brother” Stewat, Jr. (BA ’74), President, Bibb Distributing Co.
Deborah L. Storey (AB ’80, EMBA ’06), Vice President, Consumer Sales, AT&T Southeast, AT&T
Victor C. Sullivan III (BA ’80), Financial Consultant, A.G. Edwards
Joseph H. Terrell, Jr. (BA ’74), Executive Vice President, CARTER
Kenneth L. Thrasher, Jr. (BA ’73, MBA ’74), Managing and Co-Founding Shareholder, Bennett Thrasher PC
Larry E. Warnock (BA ’68, MEd ’71, EdS ’78), Owner, Bry-Mel Homes Inc.
Larry Webb (BA ’69, MBA ’70), Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, Athens Regional Health Services Inc.
Steven E. Weilstein (BA ’66), Owner, CREM Investments/Real Estate
Lowell W. White, Jr. (BA ’69), Co-owner, Calvert & White Custom Homes LLC
F.M. Buck Wiley III (MBA ’92, JD ’92), Vice President, Merrill Lynch
FOR 25 YEARS, GEORGIA’S PREMIER ECONOMIC FORECASTING EVENT

Marking the silver anniversary of the Georgia Economic Outlook in Atlanta, the kickoff luncheon will feature Standard & Poor’s Chief Economist David Wyss on the national economy and Terry College of Business Dean Robert T. Sumichrast on the state forecast, as well as remarks by Governor Sonny Perdue and University of Georgia President Michael Adams. Registration costs $80 per person or $640 for a table of eight, and you’ll leave with the in-depth insights of the Selig Center for Economic Growth fully detailed in the Georgia Economic Outlook 2008 booklet. Call (706) 425-3051 or go online for more information about the series of 10 economic forecast luncheons around the state or to receive information about becoming a corporate sponsor.
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The Terry Executive MBA program is based in Atlanta and geared toward mid- to senior-level professionals. Visit www.goterry.org for more information.